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The negative ion based neutral beam (N-NB) current drive was experimentally studied.
The N-NB driven current density was determined over a wide range of electron
temperatures by using the motional Stark effect spectroscopy. Theoretical prediction of
the NB current drive increasing with beam energy and electron temperature was
validated. A record value of NB current drive efficiency 1.55xlO'9 AM-2W-1 was
achieved simultaneously with high confinement and high beta at a plasma current of 1.5
MA under a fully non-inductively current driven condition. The experimental validation
of NB current drive theory for MHD quiescent plasmas gives greater confidence in
predicting the NB, current drive in future reactors.

However, it was also found that MHD instabilities caused a degradation of NI3 current
drive. A beam-driven instability expelled N-NB fast ions carrying non-inductive current
from the central region. The lost N-NB driven current was estimated to be 7 of the
total N-NB, driven current. For the neoclassical tearing mode (NTM), comparisons of the
measured neutron yield and fast ion pressure profile with transport code calculations
revealed that the loss of fast ions increases with the NTM activity and that fast ions at
higher energies suffer larger transport than at lower energies.
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Introduction

The goal of the development of magnetic confinement fusion is to identify the attractive magnetic ge-

ometries for fusion reactors. In addition to technological problems, a number of challenging physics

problems need to be solved. The physics problems are categorized into three basic areas: equilibrium

and stability, heating and current drive, and transport (confinement). The most obvious common feature

of presently explored magnetic fusion concepts is that they have the topology of a torus rather than a

linear system with open-ends. The tokamak configuration [ 1 ] has been most successful, and is the most

promising candidate for a fusion reactor among a variety of magnetic confinement concepts. The first

burning experimental device ITER International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) 21 is based on

the tokamak concept.

1.1 Fusion Reaction

By far the most promising fusion reaction is that in which the nuclei of deuterium and tritium fuse to

produce an alpha particle with the release of a neutron, that is

D2 + T 3 -4 He 4 (3-52MeV) + n 1 (14.06MeV)

The reason the D-T reaction is preferred to other reactions is clear from Fig. 1 I where the cross-sections

[31 for

*2+ D 2 He 3 (0.82MeV) + n 1 (2.45MeV)

*2+ D 2 T 3( I.OlMeV) + H (3.03MeV)

D2 + He 3 -4 He 4 (3.67MeV) + H'(14.67MeV)

are also shown. It is seen that these cross-sections are considerably less than that for D-T except at

impractically high energies. The two branches of the D-D reaction occur with nearly equal probability,

and the sum of their cross-sections is plotted in the figure.

I 
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Figure 1. 1: Cross-sections for the reactions D-T, D-D and D-He 3. The two D-D reactions have similar

cross-sections, the graph gives their sum (from Ref. 4]).

1.2 Tokamak

The tokamak 41 is a toroidal plasma confinement system [Fig. 12 (a)]. The principal magnetic field

B is the toroidal field. In the presence of a purely toroidal magnetic field, however, charged particles

suffer the toroidal dift due to the curvature of the magnetic field line and the gradient of the magnetic

field (the toroidal magnetic field is non-uniform in a toroidal configuration as described below). The

drift directions for electrons and ions are opposite to each other in the vertical direction [z-direction in

Fig. 12 (b)]. Thus, the electric field E induced by the resultant charge separation causes outward drift

for both electrons and ions by E x BIB 2 drift. Consequently, a simple toroidal field cannot confine

a plasma unless separated charges are short-circuited by an appropriate method. If magnetic field lines

connect the upper and lower regions by introducing a poloidal magnetic field, the separated charges can

be short-circuited, as charged particles can move freely along the field lines. In the tokamak, the poloidal

magnetic field is produced mainly by the current in the plasma itself (Ip) which flows in the toroidal

direction [Fig. 12 (a)]. The combination of the toroidal magnetic field BT and the poloidal magnetic

field Bp gives rise to magnetic field lines which have a helical trajectory around the torus as illustrated

in Fig. 12 (c).

The toroidal magnetic field is produced by currents in toroidal field coils which encircle the plasma

ring in the poloidal direction as shown in Fig. 13 (a). Thus, the toroidal magnetic field is inversely

proportional to the major radius R. The plasma current is dven principally by a toroidal electric field

induced by transformer action in which the flux change through the torus is generated by the pmary

coil (ohmic coil) as shown in Fig. 13 (a). The plasma current also contributes to plasma heating by

Joule dissipation (ohmic heating). A vertical magnetic field is required to balance the hoop force of the

plasma ring. This field is produced by currents in external coils (vertical field coils) wound in the toroidal

- 2 -
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direction as shown in Fig. 13 (b). The poloidal magnetic field is typically an order of magnitude smaller

than the toroidal field.

The plasma pressure which can be confined increases with the toroidal magnetic field and the

toroidal plasma current. The magnitude of the toroidal field is limited by technological factors, i.e.,

cooling and magnetic forces in normal conducting coils, or critical magnetic field and magnetic forces

in superconducting coils. The magnitude of the toroidal plasma current is limited by a disruptive MHD

(Magnetohydrodynamic) instability. There are advantages for confinement and achievable pressure in

vertically elongated plasmas in which the plasma current can be higher than in circular cross-section

plasmas. In addition, a triangular plasma shape gives better stability against a variety of MHD instabili-

ties, increasing the achievable pressure. Therefore, poloidal field coils other than the vertical field coils

are placed at appropriate locations to control the plasma shape and position. In many tokamaks with

auxiliary heating such as neutral beam injection or radiofrequency (RF) wave, a "divertor" configuration

is created to avoid impurity influx generated through interaction between the plasma and the vacuum

vessel wall [Fig. 13 (c)]. Impurity ions in the plasma, including partially stripped ions, molecules or

atoms of non-fuel, cause radiation loss and dilution of the fuel ions. The heat and particle fluxes from the

plasma core region through diffusive or convective processes are removed along the open magnetic fields

connected to the divertor plates. The tokamak equilibrium is described in detail in Sec. 3 1. The tokamak

coordinate system is shown in Fig. 12 (a), where the plasma major radius R and the minor radius a are

defined. For plasmas with non-circular cross section, there are four definitions of the minor radius based

upon area, volume, poloidal magnetic flux and toroidal magnetic flux that are contained inside each flux

surface. Unless otherwise specified, the minor radius defined by the plasma volume within each closed

flux surface is used in this thesis.

1.3 Non-inductive Current Drive

A tokamak reactor with current generated by an inductive electric field is a pulsed device, and so it

has substantial drawbacks such as a low duty factor, intermittent power output and high fatigue stress

produced by the thermal cycling. These are not compatible with cost competitiveness or steady genera-

tion of electric power. Non-inductive current drive enables steady state operation and remove problems

associated with the pulsed operation. In addition, the non-inductive current dive system could be used to

control the radial profile of plasma current density to improve confinement and avoid MHD instabilities.

The non-inductive current drive can be realized by neutral beam injection [5] and the RF wave injection

[6]. There are several methods of R current drive, including the use of the electron cyclotron wave,

the lower hybrid wave and the fast wave. There is another important method of non-inductive current,

the self-generated bootstrap current 7, 81, which is spontaneously driven in the plasma by the pressure

gradient. This current results from particles trapped in the low field region along the magnetic field line

(sec. 15.3). Therefore, the total current density ' is the sum of the ohmic (inductive) portion JOH and

- 3 -
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Figure 12: (a) Toroidal magnetic field configuration. The magnetic field line is formed by a combination

of the toroidal field BT and the poloidal field BP, The toroidal current in the plasma Ip produces B.

The external coil current produces BT (see Fig. 13). (b) The toroidal and E x B dfifts are shown in the

poloidal cross section (R-Z plane). (c) Combination of BT and B causes field lines to twist around the

plasma.
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(a) poloida flux swing
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(ohmic coil)

coil current
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P
tor idal field co

(b) toroidal field coil M
poloidal field coil
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Figure 13: (a) Toroidal magnetic field is produced by the current in external toroidal field coils. The
plasma current is induced by the magnetic flux swing produced by the primary coil (ohmic coil). (b) The
poloidal field coils (position and shape control coils) balance the hoop force and determine the plasma
shape. (c) Divertor configuration is formed by the "divertor" coil, one of the poloidal field coils.
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non-inductive one NIND,

i = 0H + NIND, NIND = NB + BS + JRF

where NIND is composed of the components diven by neutral beam (sec. 14.3), bootstrap current (sec.

1.5.3) and RF, NB, BS and RF, respectively.

Here, the current drive efficiency is introduced as a figure of merit for current dve capability by

the external current dve methods such as neutral beam and R The non-inductive dven current by

the power injection from the external generally decreases with plasma density. The charged particles

produced by the non-inductive current dve methods give rise to a larger dven current in a toroidal

device with a smaller major radius at the same energy, because they can circulate around the torus more

frequently in a smaller device. Thus, the current drive efficiency qCD is defined by

hRpICD

Pab..

where n, is the averaged electron density, R is the plasma major radius, ICD is the total diven current

in a plasma, and Pab�. is the power absorbed in the plasma.

In the next section 14, the neutral beam current dive is described. The bootstrap current is described

in 1.5.

1.4 Neutral Beam Injection

Neutral beam (NB) was first employed for plasma heating. Neutral atoms injected into a plasma

travel in straight lines, being unaffected by the magnetic field. The atoms become ionized through

collisions with the plasma particles and the resulting ions and electrons are then held by the magnetic

field. Since the ions and electrons have the same velocity, the energy is carried almost entirely by the

more massive ions. Once ionized, the ions have orbits in the magnetic field determined by their energy,

angle of injection and point of deposition. The energy of the injected ions is gradually transferred to the

plasma electrons and ions through Coulomb collisions. Thus, the injected ions are initially slowed and

then therma:lized.

The tangential neutral beam injection [Fig. 14] produces a circulating current of fast ions which can

be used to aid or oppose the plasma current. Ohkawa first suggested the use of fast ions for current dive

[5]. Since the NB current dive was demonstrated experimentally in the DITE tokamak for the first time

[9], the NB cur-rent dve and the current profile control using NB have been studied in many tokamaks.

Higher beam energies are favorable to produce higher fast ion currents.

It is desirable that as much of the NB deposition as possible should take place in the plasma central

region. This is because the plasma core has higher temperature and density than the edge region, and heat

and particle fluxes are directed outward and lost through radiation or across the last closed flux surface.

The NB current dive in the plasma central region also needs the beam penetration to the core as well

as the NB heating. The beam deposition depends on the beam energy and the plasma density. In the

- 6 -
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experiments up to present, a beam energy of several tens keV - I 0 keV has been employed, which can

penetrate to the plasma core at the operational plasma density. However, in a reactor where has a larger

plasma radius and higher electron density around 102OM-3 a 100 keV NB is deposited in the plasma

peripheral region. In ITER, the plasma performance and discharge operation scenario are prospected at

the electron density - I X 12OM-3 by using the I MeV neutral beam. To obtain a MeV neutral beam

of several tens MW, the negative ion based method should be established as described in 14.2. In 1996,

the world's first negative ion based NEI (500 keV) started to operate in JT-60U to study plasma physics

associated with high energy NB injection and to develop such system technologically through a routine

operation in the experimental device [IO, I I].

In 14. 1, the neutral beam production based on the negative ions is introduced. The beam ionization

in the plasma, NB current drive and heating are described in 14.2,1.4.3 and 14.4, respectively. Temporal

behavior of the fast ion distribution function is presented in 14.5.

1.4.1 Neutral beam production and negative ion based neutral beam

The conventional method of producing neutral beam is based on positive ions. For a deuterium

beam, D ions produced in an ion source are extracted and accelerated to the required energy through

the voltage applied electrodes. The resulting ion beam is neutralized by passing through D 2 gas in which

charge exchange occurs [Fig. 1.51, and injected into the plasma. The neutralizer gas, however, also

produces re-ionization of the neutralized particles. This unwanted charged fraction of the beam leaving

the neutralizer has a power of the same order as that of the neutral beam injected into the plasma. The

charged particles are therefore deflected by a magnet and dumped before entering the influence of the

tokamak magnetic fields where they would otherwise be deflected on to the walls of injection port.

There are difficulties in producing NB with MeV beam energy by using conventional method,

the positive ion based NB (P-NB), because the neutralization efficiency for the positive ions rapidly

decreases with the beam energy higher than -I 00 keV. At I MeV, positive ions are hardly neutralized.

The proposed solution is to use negative ion based neutral beam (N-NB). The negative ions are produced

in an ion source as follows. In deuterium case, DI and D are produced in an arc discharge in an ion

NB fast Ion current Tangential injection

Normal (Perpendicular)
injection

Plasma

Figure 14: Tangential and perpendicular NB injections are illustrated in a top view of torus.

- 7 -
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Accelerator
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Ion Neutralizer magnet
source U
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D+ 0 -%% ..I D+ Do DD+ 16, PlasmaJ- pol.4
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Figure 1.5: Layout of a neutral injection system. D ion based beam is illustrated.
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Figure 16: Energy dependence of the cross-sections for electron detachment of negative ions H
D-) and electron capture by positive ions (H D+). Numerical data are taken from Ref. 121.
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Figure 17: Energy dependence of the neutralization efficiency of positive and negative ion beams. Mea-
surements (circles) and theoretical curves are shown (from Ref. [ 1 3]).

source through the process D2 + e 4 Do D + 2e-. They become negative ions D- by obtaining

electrons from the cesium coated surface with a low work function. The produced negative ions are

extracted and accelerated through the voltage applied electrodes. The negative ions can be efficiently

neutralized at substantially higher energies. The cross-sections for electron detachment of negative ions

(H-, D-) and electron capture by positive ions (H , D) are shown in Fig. 16. The cross-section of

electron capture by positive ions rapidly decreases when beam energy exceeds -I 00 keV for deuteron

beam. Figure 17 shows the energy dependence of the neutralization efficiency for positive and negative

ions, where the line-integrated density of neutral gas in the neutralizer are optimized at each beam energy.

Theory predicts that the neutralization efficiency of D - at I MeV is 60 % which is nearly same as that

for D at 80 keV. The measured neutralization efficiencies (circles in the figure) show good agreements

with the theoretical curves [ 1 3].

The MeV neutral beam in ITER is designed as N-NI3 as well as the 500 keV system in JT-60U.

1.4.2 Ionization

There are three basic atomic processes leading to neutral beam ionization: charge exchange, ion-

ization by ions, and ionization by electrons. These processes are listed below using the symbol H to

represent the species and the subscripts b and p for beam and plasma, respectively.

Charge exchange H + H -� H HpP b

Ionization by ions ff b + H+ -4 H + H + eP b P

Ionization by electrons Hb + e H + + 2e

9 
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In
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Figure 1.8: Cross-sections for charge exchange and ionization by plasma ions and the effective cross-
section for ionization by electrons, as functions of the neutral beam energy.

If the intensity of the beam along the beam injection path (x coordinate) is

I(x = Nx)vb

where N is the number of beam particles per unit length and Vb is their velocity, its decay is governed

by the equation
dI
- = _ n (Orh + Oi +
dx Vb

where n(x) is the electron (and ion) density, o,h and oi are the cross-sections for charge exchange and

ionization by ions, respectively, and ,v,) is the electron ionization rate coefficient. The different form

of the electron ionization term is due to the fact that the electrons will generally have velocities greater

than the particles in the beam while the plasma ion velocities are less.

The cross-sections for the various processes are shown in Fig. 1.8, the electron ionization being rep-

resented by the effective cross-section (o,,v,) /Vb. Below 90 keV, charge exchange is the most effective

process for a deuterium beam. Above this energy, ionization by ions becomes dominant.

There are two theoretical models for beam ionization. The single step ionization model considers

only ionization by the first impact mentioned above. On the other hand, multistep ionization model

141 considers not only single step ionization process but also excitation process and the subsequent ion-

ization. The multistep ionization can be important in neutral beams with energies of several hundreds

keV or higher. The cross-section for electron loss (ionization and charge exchange) can be enhanced

through multistep processes, and it is predicted theoretically that the enhancement factor is increased by

increasing the beam energy EB and the electron density n, This is because the excited neutral atoms

at higher energies experience more frequent collisions with background species at higher density before

they decay to the ground state. From a calculation of the multistep model, the enhancement factor can

- 10 
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Figure 19: The N-NB power deposition profiles with the single step and multistep ionization models

calculated by the OFMC code. Eb = 355 keV, PNNB = 3 MW, n = 1 x 10 9 m -1, T, (0 = 42 keV,

T (0 = 3 keV, and Zff = 28.

be as large as 20% when EB = 00 keV and n = I X 1019 M-3 in hydrogen plasma. Figure .9 shows

N-NB (Eb = 355 keV, PNNB = 3 MW) power deposition profiles calculated by the Orbit Following

Monte Carlo (OFMC) code [15] using the single step and multistep models. The plasma parameters are

the line-averaged electron density n = I x 101 9 M-3, the central electron temperature T,(0 = 42 keV,

the central ion temperature T (0 = 3 keV and the effective plasma ion charge Zff = 28. Here, the

effective plasma ion charge Zfr is defined by

ZIff ni Z,'l ni Zi

where the summation is taken over all ion species in plasma and the i-th species has a density n and

an ion charge Zi. The deposition profiles are different even at relatively low density. The total absorbed

powers with the two models are 13 and 2.2MW, respectively. Thus, the beam-stopping cross-section

has a large impact on the estimation of beam deposition. However, the experimental data obtained before

was up to 140 keV 161, at which the difference between the two models, is not large and it is difficult to

confirm the multistep model experimentally.

The ionization process of an N-NB has been studied experimentally in JT-60U from shine-through

measurements [ 7 18]. The shine-through is estimated from the temperature rise of the amor tiles facing

the N-NB lines. Figure 110 shows the dependence of the measured shine-through of the 350 keV N-NB

on nL, where nj is the integrated electron density along the beam path in the plasma. Two theoretical

predictions, for single step and multistep ionization processes, are also shown. The experimental results

agree with multistep processes over a wide range of n, L. Thus, it has been confirmed that the multistep

ionization processes are essential for high energy neutral beams.

- 11 -
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JT-60U NNB 350 kGV)
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(I - 4.1)XI019M-3, 4" = 13 - 22
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Figure 1.10: nL dependence of the shine-through /. The predictions of single step and multistep

models are also shown. The shaded areas correspond to a 20 eor in Zff. Eb = 350 keV, n =

(I - 4 ) x 10'9 m-8, T, (0 = 1. - 37 keV, and Zff = 13 - 22. Hydrogen plasma and beam (from

Ref. 17]).

1.4.3 NB current drive

The neutral beam injection produces a current of fast ions circulating around the torus. The fast ion

current stacks up during the beam injection period as the fast ions circulate repeatedly around the torus.

A steady state is reached when the build up rate of current due to stacking is balanced by the loss ate

due to slowing down through collisions with the plasma electrons and bulk ions, or to charge exchange

of the fast ions with neutral atoms. The parallel current density produced by NB with a nuclear charge

Of Zb is (neglecting toroidal orbit effects)

ifa.t = nb V//) eZb
CZb too V3dv I f v, A) AdA

0 J ,

where nb is the beam fast ion density, v11 is the velocity parallel to the magnetic field line, v is the

velocity, A is a pitch in velocity space defined by A -_ v111v, and f is the beam fast ion velocity

distribution function in a steady state.

The slowing down of these fast ions by collisions with electrons causes the electrons to drift toroldally

in the same direction as the fast ions. Thus, there is some cancellation between these two components

[19, 20]. This tendency is opposed by electron collisions with the background ions. The degree of

cancellation depends on Zb Zff, and the number of trapped electrons. Motion of trapped particles are

described in 1.5. In the regime where the electron thermal velocity well exceeds the fast ion velocity,

the net beam driven current density in the classical description, i.e., when trapped electron orbits are not

- 12 -
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considered, is

UdassicaO ---" Ofast) (I - ZblZeff) , < ... > flux surface average). (1.2)

Thus, the collisional electron current will cancel the fast ion current if Zb = Zff. Equation 12 is

modified by the trapped electron orbit correction to 20]

(jNB = (f..t I Zb [I - G(Zff, c)] (1.3)
f Z�ff I

where the trapped electron correction, G(Zff, c), depends on the inverse aspect ratio, = r/R, and on

Zff. The trapped electron fraction is a function of (approximately oc Vc).

In this thesis, two computational codes, ACCOME 21] and OFMC, are used for the theoretical

predictions of the NB current drive. They calculate the fast ion distribution function in different manners.

The OFMC code employs an orbit following Monte-Carlo technique. The ACCOME code solves a

Fokker-Planck equation in the 2-dimensional velocity space. The trapped electron correction G(Zff,,E)

is evaluated by the formula given in ref. 201.

1.4.4 NB heating

Once the neutral beam particles entering the plasma have become ionized, the resulting fast ions are

slowed down by Coulomb collisions. As the slowing down occurs, energy is passed to the particles of

the plasma, causing heating of both electrons and ions. At a high injection velocity, the electron heating

is initially dominant. Then, as the beam ions slow down, the ion heating becomes a dominant channel of

the beam energy loss.

The electron and ion heating powers per beam ion with energy Eb are

4 12
P� e M. n In AEb

37r(27r)1/2C2 rnb T3/20

OM 1/2 nInA
Pi b -

25/27,E2 1/2OmiEb

where m, mi and Tnb are the masses of electron, bulk ion and beam ion, respectively, n is the density,

and In A is called the Coulomb logarithm, typically - 7 in tokamak plasmas. Thus, the total direct

heating per beam ion, P = P, + Pi, is

4 1/2 M3/2
P ne In A 2me Eb + b

27r(2 1/2T,3/2 3/2 /2omb (3(27r) 2 TniElb
1/2e4m, n In A + E 3/2)

37r (27r) /2C2 /2 Eb Eb (1.4)
oMbT,3

where the critical energy Ec is

- 2/3 1/33,�fir Mi Mb
E, T.

4 (rn, Mi

- 13 -
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Figure 1 I 1: Electron and ion heating by deuterium beam ions with energy E b as fractions of the total

heating plotted against EbIT, for a deuterium plasma.
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Figure 112: Fraction of the initial beam energy which is directly transferred to the plasma ions as a

function of the ratio Ebo/E,.

At the critical beam energy, Eb = E, the electron and ion heating rates are equal. For deuteron back-

ground plasma and beam (Ab = Ai = 2 the critical energy is 19T, Figure 1 I I shows the fraction of

the direct heating by a beam ion going to electrons and ions as a function of E b/T, for Ab = Ai = 2.

Figure 1 I I gives the fraction of the heating going to ions and electrons for a beam ion of a given

energy. In Fig. 1 12, the overall ion heating fraction allowing for the time dependent energy of the beam

ions is plotted as a function of the ratio of the initial beam energy (E bo) to the ctical energy.

As the beam ions lose their energy, their velocities are increasingly scattered in the perpendicular

direction, so-called pitch angle scattering. The slowing and scattering ultimately lead to a thermalization

of the beam at the plasma temperature. The scattering is predominantly caused by collisions with the

ions. Thus, it is small for Eb > E, and increases as Eb falls. Figure 1 13 schematically illustrates a

time development of the velocity distribution of a set of ions injected at a given time. The slowing down

- 14 -
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Figure 1 13: Sketch of the time development of the velocity distribution of beam ions injected at t 0,
1/2showing the change in behavior when the ions are slowed below the critical velocity v (2E,/Mb)

"//" and I denote the directions parallel and perpendicular to the initial direction of a set of beam

ions, respectively.

time -b are defined b

and deflection time 7,

lEbo dEb (27r) 1/2 27r(2 1/2 2 )3/2�
rnbm. Tl� + (Ebo

7F In
0 dEb/dt 20n, In r Er

Zb

b V2 27rE2 TnbV30 bT' TdV2 Z2
_Lldt = 4Z2y In A Jnj-6(bjVb)

,mj 1/2 2 7r

bj =- 2Tj I -to X) =- 71/2 0 exp <

where n, is the electron density, Vb is the beam velocity, j denotes the j-th species, and dEbldt is given

I X 119M-3, b is 813 sin Eq. 14. In a plasma with T = Ti = 4 keV and n = rb is 106 s and 7,

for 360 keV deuterons, while -r. is 0.58 s and 7b is 068 s for 85 keV deuterons. The NB ions at 360

keV has a longer time constant for 90 degree deflection (pitch angle scattering) than for slowing down

because electron collisions are dominant until the beam ions slow down to - 80 keV. On the other hand,

the slowing down and deflection times are almost same for the NB ions at 85 keV which collide with

bulk ions dominantly from their birth to thennalization.

1.4.5 Fast ion distribution function

Temporal behaviors of distribution function of the NB ions are given in this section. The OFMC

code calculates a time evolution of fast ion distribution function in the energy and pitch angle space.

Figure 114 shows the fast ion population at p = 01625 for the N-NB injection 360 kV 37 MW)

in the pulse E32460 whose waveforms and profiles of temperature and density are given in section 4 .

Both NBs and background bulk ions are deuterons. Figure 1. 1 5 shows the case of the P-NB injection (85

keV, ctr.-tang.: 1.8 MW, perp.: 09 MW). The fast ion population at p = 01625 is the number of fast

ion contained in the shefl between the p = 015 and p = 0175 flux surfaces. In the figures, 'r denotes

the time after NB injection, and the pitch angle (=- vlllv) has a range of (-1, 1) by its definition //"

denotes the component parallel to the local magnetic field line). The positive and negative values of the
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E32460 NNB injection 360 keV 37 M) p = 01625
(profiles at t=10s used for OFMC calculation)
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Figure 1 14: Time evolution of fast ion distribution in the energy and pitch angle v 111v) space for the
N-NB injection 360 kV 37 MW) in the pulse E32460. The pulse E32460 is discussed in section 4 .
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E32460 PNB injection (85 keV, Ctr-tang.1.8 MW, Prp:0.9 MW)
p=0.1625 (profilesatt=10susedforOFMCcalculation)
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Figure 1.15: Time evolution of fastion distributionin the energy and pitch angle v 111v) space for the
P-NB injection (85 keV, tr.-tang.: 1.8 MW, perp. 09 MW) in the pulse E32460. The pulse E32460 is
discussed in section 4 .
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pitch angle correspond to the co- and counter current drives, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1 14 (a), the

N-NB fast ions are born at 360 keV and the pitch angle - 078. Pitch angle scattering is small during

slow down to - 100 keV (Fig. 1 14 (a)-(d)). This is because collisions with electrons are dominant as

mentioned in the previous section. Below - 100 keV, pitch angle scattering occurs in a shorter time scale

than at higher energies due to collisions with background ions. In the P-NB case, the initial profile has

three peaks in the energy axis and two peaks in the pitch angle axis (Fig. 1. (a)). Three peaks in the

energy axis correspond to the primary beam energy (Eb = 5 keV), the half energy (Eb/2) and the one

third energy (Eb/3), because in the P-NB system D and D+ are produced in an ion source and become2 3

D2 and D3 in a neutralization cell. Two peaks at - 0.78 and 02 in the pitch angle axis correspond to

the counter tangential P-NB (1.8MW) and perpendicular P-NB (0.9MW), respectively. As shown in the

figure, pitch angle scattering proceeds in a time constant similar to that for slow down.

Figure 1. 6 shows the one dimensional (v //) fast ion distribution function for the N-NB injection.

The distribution function is calculated by integrating the fast ion populations in Fig. 1 14 along the v I

axis and dividing them by the shell volume. The profile extends to the negative v // side in the steady

state ( = 1835 s). For comparison, shown is the Maxwellian distribution function for the background

thermal ions with T = 27 keV and nD = .5 x 1018 M-3 at p = 01625. This is shifted to the negative

v11 side by the toroidal rotation velocity (- I x 10 5 rn/s), which is nearly equal to the parallel velocity.

Here, the toroidal rotation velocity was measured for carbon ions as explained in section 2 .1, and the

rotation velocity of the bulk ions is assumed to be equal to that. Figure 116 shows the P-NB injection

case.

To see the contribution of the fast ions at v // to the NB driven current density, the integrand of the

NB fast ion current density jfa�,t (Eq. 1. 1), ef (v11) v11, is shown in Fig. 1. 7 (a) and (b) for the N-NB and

P-NB injections, respectively. The profile for the N-NB injection has a peak at higher v // than that for

the P-NB injection. In the steady state, the fast ions at v // larger than 60 of the initial parallel velocity

(4.5 x 106 m/s) carry 80 % of the total J// at p = 01625. The total fast ion current densities Jfast at

p = 0 1625 for the N-NB and P-NB injections evolve as shown in Fig. 1. 1 8. For the N-NB injection,

it takes 095 s for jfa�t to build up to 95 of the steady-state value while J'f.,t for the P-NB injection

reaches 95 at - = 031 s.

1.5 Neoclassical Transport Theory

1.5.1 Particle orbit in tokamak

In a uniform magnetic field a charged particle gyrates around a magnetic field line and the guiding

center of the particle's orbit moves with constant velocity along the magnetic field. In a tokamak, the

non-uniformity of the magnetic field leads to drifts of the guiding center. In the absence of collisions,

these drifts give rise to two types of guiding center orbit.

Particles with a sufficiently large velocity parallel to the magnetic field circulate continually round

the torus. These are called passing particles (or transit particles). The remaining particles are 'trapped'
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Figure 116: The one dimensional (v11) fast ion distribution functions for the (a) N-NB and (b)
P-NB injections in E32460. The Maxwellian distribution function for the background thermal ions
with Ti = 27 keV and nD = .5 x 1018 M-3 at p 0 1625 is also shown.
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Figure 1. 1 7: Profile evolution of the contribution to the NB fast ion current density, ef (v v11 is
shown for the (a) N-NB and (b) P-NB injections in E32460.
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Figure 1 I 8: Time evolution of the NB fast ion current density at p = 0. 1 625 for the N-NB and P-NB
injections in E32460.

particles, being trapped on the outer side of the torus by the magnetic mirrors formed as a result of the

poloidal variation of the magnetic field as shown in Fig. 119 (a). Both types of orbit lie on toroidally

symmetric dift surfaces. The poloidal cross-sections of such surfaces are illustrated in Fig. 1 19 (b) with

the projections of particle orbits.

The dift surface on which the trapped particle orbit lies has the shape of a banana, as illustrated in

Fig. 1 19 (b), and the orbits are called banana orbits. The half width, A b of the orbit for particles with a

charge e and a mass jt is

Ab //O

where v110 is the initial parallel velocity of the trapped particle, and wo = ej Bo/mj. Thus, Ar is equal

to the Larmor radius calculated for a particle of velocity v110 using the poloidal magnetic field Bo.

1.5.2 Yansport

In absence of collisions, the trapped particles execute banana orbits. When a small collisionality

is allowed for, it is these trapped particles which dominate the transport. When the collisionality is

sufficiently low that particles complete at least one bounce orbit before suffering a collision, the plasma

is said to be in the banana regime. Collisions cause scattering out of the region of velocity space where

particles are trapped.

The collisions which scatter the electrons out of their trapped orbits displace the particles across

the flux surface by a distance - Ab, the electron banana width. This provides the step length for the

diffusion process. Since Ab, - q1d12)p" this step length is larger than the Larmor radius step length p ,

associated with classical diffusion Using the banana width step length, diffusion coefficient is estimated

to be
q2 2

D 3/2 Vepe
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Figure 1 19: (a) Showing the banana orbit of a trapped particle with its projection onto a poloidal plane.
(b) Diagram illustrating drift surfaces for the orbit of a passing particle and the (banana) orbit of a trapped
particle.

where v, is the electron collision frequency and q is the safety factor (sec. 31.2). This exceeds the

classical diffusion coefficient by the large factor q2/63/2.

The electron and ion thermal diffusivities are

Xe D q2 Vep 2
(3/2 e

q 2 2 = (,rn 12

Xi Vip. - Xe-
(3/2 1 ra,

The transport enhanced by the trapped particles is called neoclassical transport 22, 23]

1.5.3 Bootstrap current

The trapped particle in a tokamak has a larger radial excursion than that for the untrapped particle.

This difference produces a distortion of the velocity distribution function in an inhomogeneous plasma.

As illustrated in Fig. 120, radial inhomogeneity of both temperature and density produces a distortion

of the trapped-electron part of the velocity distribution function since the trapped-electron population

with v1 < (comes from the inner high density and temperature region) is larger than with v / > 

(comes from the low density and temperature region). The asymmetry in the trapped-electron population

from both side produces the parallel current. This trapped-electron current is fairly small. However,

the collisional diffusion (mainly through pitch-angle scattering) across the trapped-untrapped boundary
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Figure 120: Trapped-electron orbits and schematics of the velocity distribution function in a collisionless
tokamak plasma.

in the velocity space extends this asymmetry to the untrapped-electron region. The force supplied for
this velocity-space diffusion is the Vr x Bo force on the trapped electron during the radial excursion.
The parallel momentum transfer to the untrapped electron is associated with the net radial motion of the
trapped particles. The ion velocity distribution function is also distorted similarly to that of the electron
although the direction of the deformation is opposite to that for the electron. This defon-nation of the
velocity distribution function produces a net parallel plasma current, the 'bootstrap current' [8].

1.5.4 Neoclassical conductivity

In a cylindrical plasma composed of electron and single ion species, the plasma conductivity along
the magnetic field is given by its Spitzer value

3c2 (27rT. )3/2
Ors = 196. 0

m1/2 2 In A

For the plasma composed of several ion species, the conductivity is given by

,,Classical =(TSP/Zeff-

In a tokamak, however, the trapped electrons are unable to move freely along the magnetic field in

response to an applied electric field. The current is thus reduced by the presence of trapped particles. An
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analytic expression for the electrical conductivity in a tokamak is given by [8, 241

UNC = d.sic.l (1 - A C�, (ze A

I �V,- �,) 1 + �V,-

where ft, v*, CR and are the trapped-particle fraction, electron-collisionality and functions of Zff,

respectively. The physical meaning is rather simple, namely that, in a collisionless limit V, 4 , only

the untrapped electron can contribute to the electrical conductivity.

1.6 Plasma Confinement Modes

Experimental observation indicates that transport in tokamak does not obey the predictions of neo-

classical transport theory. The energy confinement is found to be much shorter than the neoclassical

value. The underlying cause is not understood well, and so a specific state of confinement and transport,

which is obtained experimentally, are referred as a "confinement mode". The confinement behavior can

be conveniently put into four categories. The first covers ohmically heated plasmas and the other three

relate to plasmas with additional heating. The two basic modes of additionally heated plasma are the so-

called L (for low) and H (for high) confinement regimes. The third category covers a variety of plasmas

for which operational procedures producing enhanced confinement have been found. The ohmic heating

contributes to initial heating of plasmas. However, the ohmic heating decreases with plasma temperature,
-3/2and it is limited to low temperature T - 2 keV) because plasma resistivity is proportional to T.

Thus, the additional heating such as neutral beams or RF waves are necessary to increase plasma temper-

ature. However, the initial result of auxiliary heating experiments was that the confinement degraded as

heating power was increased (L-mode : Low confinement mode). In 1982, the improved confinement, the

H-mode (High confinement mode), was discovered on the ADEX tokamak[25]. When sufficient power

was applied, the plasma made an abrupt transition to the state with the improved confinement, which

was attributed to the reduction of transport in the edge region. Other improved confinement regimes

have been discovered such as IOC (Improved Ohmic Confinement) 26], high )p mode 27, 28, 29, 30],

VH-mode 3 1 1, RS (Reversed shear) mode 32, 33, 34, 351 and their hybrid. These modes are produced

by the operational procedure and their characteristic parameters. The internal transport barrier (ITB) was

first found in high Op mode in T-60U 27]. Similarly to the H-mode, the steep gradient in the temper-

ature and density are formed in plasmas. The high Op mode and RS mode have the ITB structure. The

hybrid operations of the ITB and H modes, the high Op H-mode and the H-mode edge RS mode, are

employed in research of the steady state high performance discharge in JT-60U.

1.7 Instabilities in Tokamak Plasmas

1.7.1 Neoclassical tearing mode

When MHD (Magnetohydrodynamic) instabilities occur in a plasma, they usually bring about a

change in the magnetic topology. This occurs at resonant surfaces which have rational values of q = m/n

(the safety factor in sec. 31.2 m and n are integers). At these surfaces, the magnetic field lines break
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Figure 121: Reconnection of magnetic field producing magnetic islands. The bootstrap current density
becomes nearly zero inside magnetic islands because the pressure profile is flattened inside islands.

and reconnect to form magnetic islands as illustrated in Fig. 121. The fonnation of magnetic islands is

generally associated with resistive instabilities and particularly tearing modes.

Here, considering the equilibrium configuration around a resonant surface, s, having q = q = m/n,

the magnetic field lines on this surface define a helix. A perturbation resonant with this surface has the

forrn exp imX where

X=O_ n (0, : poloidal and toroidal angles)
M

is an angular coordinate orthogonal to the helix. The equilibrium field in this orthogonal direction is

n
B. = Bo I -q(r)

M

and close to the magnetic surface this may be written

B. (B q) z (1.5)
q

where z = r - r..

The geometry of the change in the magnetic topology arising from the resonant perturbation is illus-

trated in Fig. 122. It can be calculated by determining the trajectory of a magnetic field line from the

equation
dr Br (1.6)

r,.,dX B.'
The radial field perturbation may be taken to have the form

B, = h,(r) sin mX (1.7)
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Figure 122: Geometry of magnetic field lines of a magnetic island in the (z, ) plane.

so that, substituting eqns (1.5) and 1.7) into Eq. 1.6), the differential equation for the field line is

- (B q) z dr = rir sin d. (1.8)
q s

Taking ir to be essentially constant over the radial extent of the island, integration of Eq. (1.8) gives the

equation of the field line

2 W 2
z - (cosm X - cos rnXo)

8

where
4 rqir 12 (1.9)

mq'BO

is the width of the magnetic island and X o is the value of X for which the field line under consideration

has z = .

The magnetic field lines within the magnetic island lie on a set of helical magnetic surfaces with their

own magnetic axis. This is labelled the 0-point in Fig. 122. The island is bounded by the separatrix, the

two parts of which meet at the X-points. The distance between the X-points is one full wavelength.

The tearing instability in a tokamak is driven by the radial gradient of the equilibrium toroidal current

density. The name derives from the tearing and rejoining of magnetic field lines which occur during the

instability as a consequence of finite resistivity. In tokamak plasmas tearing modes take the form of

magnetic islands. The growth of the magnetic island is governed by the equation

7R A'(w) r, (I. I )
d t

where TR = or 2 UNC/1.22 is the magnetic diffusion time, and the discontinuity, ', in V/XP acrossS

r = r. is defined by

'A' 0).
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The tearing instability described above is based on the resistive MHD model which assumes a suf-

ficiently large collision frequency. In the recent experiments, due to improvement of the plasma perfor-

mance, a mean free path of electron becomes longer and the plasma goes into the collisionless regime.

Therefore, the resistive MHD equation set has been extended to be applicable to the banana regime in

the neoclassical transport theory 36]. In this 'neoclassical' MHD equation, the bootstrap current has the

most important effect.

When the magnetic islands grow, the plasma pressure profile is flattened inside the islands, and hence,

the bootstrap current, which is driven by the pressure gradient, disappears inside the islands. The dif-

ference in current density between inside and outside islands destabilizes the tearing mode and widens

the magnetic island width. Thus, neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) are induced by lack of the boot-

strap current inside the magnetic island (Fig. 121). Time evolution of the magnetic island width is

governed by the modified Rutherford equation 37, 38, 39, 40] which is extended from the equation for

the 'classical' tearing mode (I. IO).

1.8 Motional Stark Effect Spectroscopy

An injected beam of neutral hydrogen or deuterium atoms with velocity v experiences the Lorentz

electric field EL = v x in its own frame. This electric field gives rise to Stark splitting of emission

lines. Since hydrogen and its isotopes exhibit a linear, and thus very strong Stark effect, the line spectrum

of hydrogen is dominated by the motional Stark effect. The H or D, line is split into and compO-

nents which are polarized in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the electric field, respectively.

With knowledge of the beam velocity v a measurement of polarization direction gives information about

the local magnetic field in the plasma. The MSE (Motional Stark Effect) spectroscopy is based on this

principle 41 .

Before the MSE spectroscopy was established, plasma equilibria were reconstructed from only ex-

ternal magnetic measurements, i.e., magnetic flux loops and magnetic field pick-up coils. However, the

reconstructed internal profiles of the current density, safety factor, pressure and poloidal flux does not

have enough accuracy. The MSE diagnostic has enabled accurate measurements of the plasma current

density profile and the one-tum loop voltage profile, which are essential for current drive study, as dis-

cussed in 32. The MSE diagnostic used in the JT-60U 42] tokamak is described in 22. Methods of

plasma equilibrium reconstruction and the one-turn loop voltage profile analysis are described in 31 and

3.2, respectively.

1.9 Objective of This Thesis

The non-inductive current drive is required for the steady state operation of tokamak reactor. High

energy neutral beam is a pncipal method of heating and current dve in the future tokamak reactors

such as ITER. Neutral beam designs for the future reactors, such as beam energy, injection power and

geometry (injection angle), are based on theory of the NB heating and current drive, which predicts
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improvement of the NB current drive capability with increasing beam energy and electron temperature.

Therefore, the NB current drive should be experimentally investigated in the regime closer to the ITER

condition which has a beam energy of I MeV and electron temperature of 20 - 30 keV.

The non-inductive current drive methods have been studied both experimentally and theoretically

over twenty years, since the idea of NB current drive was suggested in 1970 [5] and the R current drive

was proposed in 1978 6]. However, the experimental study was discussed based only on the behaviors

of macroscopic parameters such as the internal inductance or the loop voltage at the plasma surface be-

cause a reliable current profile reconstruction was difficult due to the lack of measurement of the internal

magnetic field. It is only in the steady state (i.e., when a spatially uniform loop voltage profile is real-

ized) that the non-inductively driven current can be evaluated from the surface loop voltage. Therefore,

although the NB current drive was demonstrated in a small size device at low temperature 91, even the

total NB driven current, which could be evaluated from assumption of a spatially uniform loop voltage

profile, was not so accurate in large devices at relatively high electron temperature because a current

diffusion time was longer than the pulse duration. It should be noted that without knowledge on the cur-

rent density profile the non-inductive current density profile can not be determined even when the steady

state is reached. The internal inductance is not more than a measure of peakedness of the current density

profile. Even when a simulation code is employed with the measured macroscopic measurements and its

calculation reconstructs a time evolution of the measured internal inductance, it is not straightforward to

determine the radial profile of the non-inductively driven current density and conclude the validity of the

NB current drive theory because different current profiles with the same value of the internal inductance

can exist.

The world's first N-NB with the designed values of 500 keV and 10 MW was installed in JT-60 to

study high energy neutral beam current drive. The MSE spectroscopy was also introduced to measure

the internal magnetic field, which enables not only the accurate equilibrium reconstruction including the

current density profile but also separation of the inductive and non-inductive components of the current

density profile using the analysis method described in Sec. 32. In this thesis, a comprehensive experi-

mental study of N-NB current drive is given. The current drive characteristics of N-NB such as the driven

current density profile and dependence on plasma and beam parameters (electron temperature and beam

energy) are measured over a wide range of plasma parameters, and the NB current dive theory should

examined. Simultaneous achievements of a high current drive capability of N-NB, high plasma pres-

sure and high confinement should be demonstrated. In addition to these fundamentals of the NIB current

drive, the influence of MHD instabilities on the NB current drive is important issue because such theory

has not been established and there has been reported only an experimental result on a low energy NB

(P-NB) during tearing instability. Two MHD instabilities are investigated in this thesis. One is a beam

driven instability which appears intermittently in a burst-like behavior, and the other is the neoclassical

tearing mode. Study on a beam driven instability contributes to the understanding of influence of the fast

ion induced instabilities which will be driven by alpha particles 3.5 MeV He 4 produced through the

D-T fusion reaction in the burning plasma such as in ITER. The neoclassical tearing mode appears in

long-sustained high beta plasmas, and so it is one of principal instabilities to be considered in ITER.
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2. Experimental Devices

An overview of the JT-60U tokamak and the MSE spectroscopy are presented in this chapter.

2.1 JT-60U

2.1.1 JT-60U device

A perspective view of JT-60U is illustrated in Fig. 2 . JT-60U 43, 441 is one of the world's three

large tokamaks, together with JET of EU and TFTR of the U.S. Experimental research using large size

high temperature plasmas has been conducted since 1985. T-60U is a noncircular tokamak device with

a vacuum vessel of 34 m in major radius and I m (horizontal) 14 m (vertical) in minor radius. Maxi-

mum plasma volume is I 0 m 3. Toroidal magnetic field can be produced up to 42 T by 18 toroidal coils.

Maximum plasma current is 3 MA in the present W-shaped divertor structure. Carbon tiles are used as

the first wall. euterium or hydrogen is used as a fuel gas. Pulse duration of discharge is 15 seconds,

and the flattop time length of the plasma current is typically 10 seconds.

Plasma current is initiated, increased and terminated by the ohmic coil called F coil 451. Horizontal

position of plasma is controlled by the vertical magnetic field produced by VR coil. Vertical position is

controlled by the horizontal magnetic field produced by H coil. D coil controls the X-point height in the

divertor configuration (Sec. 12). The tiangularity of the plasma cross-section shape can be varied up

to 06 at plasma current of I MA by VT coil. These poloidal magnetic field coils (F, VR, H, D and VT

coils) are wound around the torus. Their locations in the poloidal cross section are shown in Fig. 22.

Waveforms of plasma current, position and shape are preprogrammed as a discharge operation condi-

tion 46, 47]. Toroidal magnetic field is also chosen as a operation condition. Plasma shape and position

are detected in real-time and controlled according to the preprogrammed waveforms by feedback control

of poloidal coil currents. Real-time feedback controls 481 of plasma parameters such as the line aver-

aged density, neutron emission rate 49], plasma stored energy [50] and electron temperature 511 are

available by using actuators such as gas-puff and neutral beam injection.
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Figure 2 1 A perspective view of JT-60U.

2.1.2 Diagnostic system

The diagnostic system of T-60U are composed of (1) devices for machine protection and opera-

tion, and 2) devices for plasma parameter measurements for improvement of plasma performance and

physical understanding.

Diagnostics for machine protection and operation

Fundamental measurements for machine protection and plasma operation are the total plasma current

and the shape and position of plasma. he plasma current is measured in real-time by rogowski coils

wound around the poloidal cross section and controlled to trace the preprogrammed waveform. by ad-

justing the applied one-turn loop voltage using F coil. Using the poloidal coil currents and the signals of

magnetic pick-up coils and flux loops installed around the wall, plasma boundary is detected in real-time

and controlled using the poloidal coils. When the difference between the measured signal and the pre-

programmed value exceeds a certain threshold, the plasma control system judges that the plasma is out of

control due to some causes such as disruption and jumps to the "soft-landing" procedure (decreasing the

plasma current by applying negative loop voltage). Diamagnetic flux measurement (toroidal flux change
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Figure 22: Poloidal coils (F, VR, H, D and VT) and pncipal diagnostics are shown in the poloidal cross
section. Spatial points of two CXRS systems, Ruby and YAG thomson scattering are shown. Viewing
chords of FIR interferometer, C02 interferometer and the ECE diagnostic are also shown.

due to the poloidal current flowing in plasma) enables a real-time detection of the plasma stored energy,

which is used for the real-time control of the stored energy using NB as an actuator [50].

The emission rate of the 245 MeV neutron produced by the D-D fusion reaction is measured with

235U and 2311U fission chambers installed outside the vacuum vessel. The neutron yield value and the

integrated amounts for a discharge, a day, a week and three months are monitored. If any of them exceeds

the upper limit approved by the government, the plasma control system immediately stops the additional

heating (NB and R) and shifts to the soft-landing procedure. The real-time signal of the neutron yield

is used also for the real-time control using NB as an actuator.

Penning gauge monitors the neutral particle pressure and can detects air leak of the vacuum vessel. It

also helps to optimize the filling pressure of fueling gas at the plasma initiation. The visible TV system

enables a visible check inside vacuum vessel. Rarely, carbon tiles (the first wall) are broken during dis-

charge, and their broken pieces enter plasma. Carbon spectral lines emitted from them are found through

the visible TV. The infrared TV views the divertor plate where the heat and particle exhausted from the

main plasma are concentrated. Although the carbon fiber composite (CFC) material with high thermal

conductivity and high thermal shock resistance are used for divertor tiles, its limitation is possible to be

exceeded during long-pulse discharges with high heating power.
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Plasma parameter measurements for physics study

The radial profile measurements of plasma parameters such as temperatures, density, plasma current

density have been continuously improved because the understanding of the internal structure of plasmas

leads to advance in plasma physics and improvement of plasma performance such as confinement and

plasma beta. Principal diagnostics 52] are shown in Fig. 22.

Thomson scattering is a standard tool in fusion plasma research for measuring simultaneously the

electron temperature and electron density at the same spatial points. In JT-60U two Thomson scattering

systems using the ruby laser and YAG laser are in operation. The ruby laser Thomson scattering sys-

tem 531 has two lasers and measures 60 spatial points. Each laser operates at 025 Hz. The YAG laser

Thomson scattering system 54] has 15 spatial points and operates at 50 Hz. Fine spatial resolution of

the ruby laser system has contributed to understanding of the edge pedestal structure in temperature and

density characterizing H mode. Fine time resolution of the YAG laser system revealed the formation and

evolution of the transport barrier structure in electron system 32, 55].

The electron temperature is measured also by ECE (Electron Cyclotron Emission) diagnostic. There

are three diagnostic systems for ECE measurement, a Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) 561 a grat-

ing polychromater spectrometer (GPS) 57, 581 and a heterodyne radiometer spectroscopy (HRS) 591.

In the FTS system, a frequency spectrum of the ECE signal (proportional to electron temperature) is

obtained using a Fourier transform technique. As the ECE frequency depends on the local magnetic field

and the pncipal magnetic field BT has 1IR dependence in toroidal systems, a frequency spectrum of

the ECE signal is equal to a spatial profile (in R direction). The FIS system has a time resolution of 25

rns and a frequency resolution of 366 GHz corresponding to a spatial resolution of 56 cm at T = 4

T. In the GPS system, input ECE signal is frequency-resolved by using the cross Czerny-Tumer spec-

trometer. The time and frequency resolutions are 20 1Ls and 13 GHz 2 cm at BT = 4 T), respectively.

Profiles of electron temperature and its fluctuation are measured by the GPS system. Its advantage is that

the measurement range can be arbitrary changed. The HRS system has a time resolution of 20 1Ls and

a fine frequency resolution of 0.5-1 GHz corresponding to 12 cm at BT=4 T. The HRS system is used

especially for the measurement of structure of MHD instability such as the neoclassical tearing mode.

The viewing chord of the ECE measurement is 02 m above the midplane of the vacuum vessel as shown

in Fig. 22.

The C02 laser interferometer and FIR (Far Infrared) laser interferometer measure the line integrated

electron density. The C02 laser interferometer views the plasma tangentially, while two FIR viewing

chords are vertical (Fig. 22). The real-time control of the plasma density is based on the CO 2 and FIR

laser interferometer measurements with an actuator of gas-puff.

The ion temperature and plasma rotation velocity are measured by a charge exchange recombination

spectroscopy (CXRS) 60] based on CXR spectra of fully stripped carbon ions CVI (n=8-7) induced by

neutral beam injection, DO C6+ 4 D + C5+ (n = 8)' 4 D + C5+ (n = 7 There are two CXRS

systems. One views toroidally (tangentially) and measure 23 points profile of the ion temperature and
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toroidal rotation velocity. Other system views poloidally and provides fine profiles 36 points in max-

imum). The toroidal and poloidal systems are used for the core and edge measurements, respectively.

Transport barrier structure was discovered by the toroidal CXRS system 271. The poloidal CXR system

can measure a fine structure of edge pedestal structure in H mode plasma. The CXRS measurement also

gives the carbon density profile, which is used to determine the Zff profile.

The Zeff profile is determined also from the bremsstrahlung measurement using electron temperature

and density. Measurement of spectral lines of impurity species contributes to a study of impurity trans-

port and determination of Zff. Radiation profiles are measured by a soft X-ray pulse height analyzer, a

hard X-ray pulse height analyzer and a bolometer system.

The motional Stark effect MSE) spectroscopy 61, 621 gives information on the local magnetic field,

which drastically improves equilibrium reconstruction. The MSE spectroscopy is described in detail in

Sec. 22.

2.1.3 Heating and current drive systems

The neutral beam (NB) and radio-frequency (RF) injection systems are installed in JT-60U for heat-

ing and current drive. There are two different NB systems, i.e., the positive ion-based neutral beam

(P-NB) and the negative ion-based NB (N-NB). Three kinds of RF systems, ECRF (Electron Cyclotron

Range of Frequency), LHRF (Lower Hybrid Range of Frequency) and ICRF (Ion Cyclotron Range of

Frequency), are available.

The P-NB system 631 consists of upper perpendicular NBs for on-axis heating, lower perpendicu-

lar NBs for off-axis heating, co- and counter-tangential NBs for heating and current drive, where 'co-'

means the same toroidal direction as the plasma current flows and 'counter-' is opposite to the plasma

current direction. The total P-NB power is - 25 MW with 22.5 MW per unit at the beam energy of

80-90 keV. The N-NB 641 with design values of 10 MW at 500 keV has been developed for central

heating and current drive. Normally, it is operated at 360-400 keV and 26 MW. Neutral beams are in-

stalled in JT-60U as illustrated in Fig. 23. Figure 24 shows the sideview of the N-NB beamline. The

NB trajectories are projected on the poloidal cross-section (Fig. 25).
peakThe LHRF system 651 has 2 multijunction launchers at 174-2.23 GHz with N 11 1.3 - 23 and

injection power of - 35 MW. The II 2 MHz ICRF system 66] for second harmonic hydrogen minority

heating consists of 2 antennas and has the function of the real-time impedance matching by frequency

feedback control. The I 10 GHz ECRF system 67, 68, 691 is composed of four I MW-level gyrotrons.

The launching system has one focusing mirror and one steering mirror, which enables control of the

power deposition profile.

These heating and current drive systems have greatly contributed to the achievements of high perfor-

mance plasmas and physics studies. Especially, NB system with many kind of heating, current drive and

momentum deposition profiles enables the profile control study.
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Figure 25: NB trajectories projected on the poloidal cross section.

2.2 Motional Stark Effect Spectroscopy

2.2.1 Principle of diagnostics

The motional Stark effect (MSE) spectroscopy is based on principle of the Stark effect 411 An

injected beam of neutral hydrogen or deuterium atoms with velocity v experiences the Lorentz electric

field EL = v x in its own frame. This electric field gives rise to Stark splitting of emission lines.

Since hydrogen and its isotopes exhibit a linear, and thus very strong Stark effect, the line spectrum of

hydrogen is dominated by the motional Stark effect. The H , or D line emitted by beam atoms is split

into ir and components which are polarized in the parallel and perpendicular directions to the electric

field, respectively, as schematically shown in Fig. 26. The MSE spectroscopy measures the direction of

polarization, i.e., the direction of the Lorentz electric field EL. Thus, the direction of the local magnetic

field can be determined with knowledge of the beam velocity v.

As the velocities of beam neutral atoms are normally far greater than the thermal velocity of the bulk

ions, the polarized D lines are separated from the background D, line due to the Doppler shift. This

is important for measurement of the polarized light because polarized background light is possible to

be generated from unpolarized light due to the reflectivity characteristics of the miffor in the diagnostic

system.

2.2.2 Diagnostic system

First MSE measurement was conducted in the PBX-M tokamak 41 ]. Afterwards, the MSE spec-

troscopy was introduced in the middle to large scale tokamak such as DIII-D 70, 71 ], TFTR 72],

JT-60U 611 and JET 73, 741. In JT-60U, after investigating possibility of the MSE measurement by
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Figure 26 Pnciple of the motional Stark effect MSE) spectroscopy. The D line emitted by deuterium

neutral beam atoms is split into and components.

one spatial point system, a multi-point MSE system became operational in 1994. A schematic view of

the JT-60U tokamak and the present MSE polarimeters; is shown in Fig. 27. Three MSE systems, called

P17, P13 and P3 systems, named after the installed ports on the vacuum vessel, are used. The P13 sys-

tem was a first MSE system installed in JT-60U. While only the PI 3 system worked, it had five spatial

points (presently, 4 points) covering the central region of plasma, and hence gave the current density

profile in the plasma core. In 1996, the PI 7 system, which had 15 spatial points and covered the whole

plasma region, was installedto determine the current density profile accurately in wider region. The P17

system was upgraded to 17 spatial points measurement in 2000. The P3 system became operational in

2000. This system is motivated principally for measurement of the radial electric field profile. The radial

electric field originated from the electrostatic potential in plasmas can be reconstructed by using two

MSE systems having different geometries 62]. This is described in the next section. In addition to more

accuracy due to the increased number of total spatial points, another important merit of introducing the

P3 system is an application to the NB current drive experiment because the P3 system views the opposite

directional tangential NB to P17 and P13 systems. The polarimeters of the P17 and PI 3 systems observe

the or component of the D,, or H line from one of the injected NBs (#713) through a double fused-silica

vacuum window. The P3 system observe the component from one of the co-tangential NBs (#9B). The

diameter of the neutral beam is about 38 cm. The image on the beamline is typically 6 cm wide and 

cm high. Figure 28 shows observation points for each MSE system, beam paths of #7B and 13 and

a typical plasma equilibrium in the poloidal cross section. The P17 polarimeter has 17 viewing points

which cover the range R = 3276-4.374 m. The PI 3 and P3 systems have 4 and 9 viewing points, respec-

tively, which cover R=3.123-3.429 m and R=3.310-4.090 m. For the equilibrium configuration shown

in Fig. 28, the measurement covers the region from r/a--O I to the plasma surface. The radial extent of

the measurement volume is determined by the beam diameter, the image size and the geometry. The P 7
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Figure 27: Three MSE systems, "PI 7, "PI 3 and "PY, are illustrated as viewed from the top of
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Figure 28: The MSE observation points (red circles for PI 7, green for PI 3 and blue for P3) are

shown in the poloidal cross-section, with a typical plasma equilibrium.
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system, whose lines of sight are nearly tangential, has the best spatial resolution of AR =6 to IO cm.

Figure 29 shows the spectrum around the D line observed by the PI 3 system when a 94 keV
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Figure 29: The spectrum around the D line with and without NB injection, seen from the blue Doppler
shifted side. The spectrum is observed from by the "PI 3 MSE system (Fig. 27).

deuterium NB was injected into a deuterium plasma. The observed spectrum without NB injection is

also plotted for comparison. The D neutral beam consists of D, D2 and D3 components because D,

D+ and D are produced in ion sources. The fraction of D, D2 and D3 in the P-NI3 in T-60U is 78%,

15% and 7. The D, line from NB with a velocity Vb = 3 x 106 m/s at 94 keV for D) deviates from

656.1 nm (D,, wavelength in the stationary frame) due to the Doppler shift. A series of D,, lines cor-

responding to Eb=94 keV, Eb/2 and Eb/3 are observed in blue Doppler shift side by 2 - nm from

656.1 nm. Three components of Eb=94 keV, Eb/2 and Eb/3 are emitted from D, D2 and D3 excited

by collisions with electrons and ions. These Doppler-shifted lines are not observed in the spectrum

without NB injection. The and ir components corresponding to the three beam energy components of

NB appeared at wavelength Doppler-shifted from 656.1 nm. Stark effect splits the Doppler-shifted line

into c and 7r polarizing components. The line appears at the Doppler-shifted wavelength, while the r

lines appear in both shorter and longer wavelength sides around the line. The Stark split wavelength

of the component is proportional to the experienced electric field for hydrogen and its isotopes. The

motional electric field is nearly proportional to the toroidal magnetic field. Therefore, component is

convenient to observe for the experiments at various toroidal magnetic field which is chosen according

to the experimental objectives, because the central wavelengths of the bandpath filters are not necessary

to be adjusted for the toroidal magnetic field.

The components of the MSE diagnostics are shown in Fig. 2 0. The collection optics consists of
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Figure 2 1 0: Components of the MSE system.

one or two mirrors, lenses, a pair of photoelastic modulators (PEMs), and a linear polarizer. The vacuum

windows (fused silica) are located in front of the mirror, and hence, the mirrors are in the air. The lens in

the collection optics is made of Schott SFL6 glass to minimize birefringence in the lens, thus, minimize

Faraday rotation of the polarized light emitted from plasma.The collected light is transmitted through

optical fibers of - 120 m length to a diagnostic room, where the optical fibers are connected to detectors.

The diameter of the fiber core is 04 mm, and typically 20 fibers are used for one spatial channel. At the

detector, the component of the D, or H, line of the full-energy (-85 keV) beam is spectrally resolved

by interference filters with 03 nm bandpass and is converted to an electronic signal by a photomultiplier

(PMT) with a Ga-As photocathode. The filter wavelength is tuned by changing its temperature. The

output of the photomultiplier is fed into two lock-in-amplifiers for demodulation at the second harmonic

of the reference frequencies of the PEMs.

A pair of PEMs are used to modulate the polarized component of incident light. Figure 2 shows

a principle of PEM. The fused silica crystal is oscillated by a piezo actuator at a specified frequency. A

refractive index in the oscillating direction (x-axis in Fig. 21 1) becomes smaller when the fused silica

crystal is compressed, and becomes larger when expanded. Therefore, when the fused silica crystal is

compressed (expanded), the phase velocity of the light polarized in the x-axis is larger (lower) than that

in the y axis. Thus, the phase difference between the x- and y- polarized components, which is called

"retardation", is modulated at the oscillation frequency of the piezo actuator. Figure 212 shows an ar-

rangement of two PEMs and a linear polarizer. For an incident linear polarized light with the electric

field E z-EO(cos7,i sin 7�)e-"t, the Stokes parameters, Q and U, are written by

Q E., cos(2-y), (2.1)
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Figure 21 1 A pnciple of PEM.

U = E2sin(27), (2.2)

where is the polarization angle of incident light, w = 2fl, W = 27rf2, and f, and f2 are the

oscillation frequencies of the PEM I and PEM 2 respectively. The intensity of the electric field E PEM

of the polarized light after passing a linear polarizer is written by

2 E2 [I Jo(AI) Jo A2)
EPEM I = - cos(27) + 2 5 sin (2-y)]

2 2 'r2

J2(AI) E2 s(27) cos(2wt) + J2 (A2) E2 sin 27) cos(2L"2 t) +

__72 0 co v'2

where J, is the Bessel function of the I st kind, denotes higher harmonic terms such as cos(4w

cos(6w,), ... , cos(zlw2), cos(6W2), ..., and Al and A2 are the retardations of the PEM I and PEM 2,

respectively. Retardations are normally set to 7r radian. Two lock-in amplifiers demodulate the detected

signal, which is proportional to E 2EM 1, at 2w, and 2W2. The outputs of two lock-in amplifiers, V (2w 1)I 

and V(2W2) are wtten by

J (Al) 2
V(2w, = - "_ E0 cos(2

v, 2

V (2W2 = J2 (A2) E2 sin 27).
,/2

Thus, the polarization angle is determined by

1 V (2W2)
tan-

2
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Figure 212: An arrangement of two PEMs (Photo-Elastic Modulator) and the linear polarizer.

Originally, aluminum-coated mirrors were used in the collection optics, but substantial amount of

polarized background light was observed, which appears to be caused by the spurious generation of po-

larized light from unpolarized light due to the difference in mirror reflectivity for s- and p-polarization.

A "two-wavelength detector", which measures light with two different wavelengths by splitting the light

with a half-mirror, was installed to monitor the background light. Assuming that the shape of wave-

length spectrum of the background light does not change in time, the signals measured at the wavelength

corresponding to the component of the split D, lines were corrected by subtracting the background

portion measured at the other wavelength at which any other spectral line does not exist, where the ratio

of the back ground light intensities at two wavelengths was determined when the diagnostic NB was not

injected. Afterwards, dielectric multilayer mirrors, which were designed to minimize the difference in

reflectivity for s- and p-polarization at the proper wavelengths and incident angles, were installed. Then,

the amount of polarized background light was reduced significantly, and the measurements became pos-

sible without the correction by the two-wavelength detector. The polarization angle is changed at the

dielectric multilayer mirrors due to the difference in phase for s- and p-polarization. The change was

calibrated with a light source and a polarizer put in the vacuum vessel during the maintenance period.

During the experiments the vacuum vessel of JT-60U is heated up to 280'C, and the mirrors in the P17

and P3 systems are also warmed up to 50 to 80'C. It was found that this caused a significant change

in the polarization properties of the dielectric multilayer mirrors. To resolve this problem, a heater was

equipped at the back of the mirror, which enabled us to calibrate the mirrors when heated up to the same

temperatures as during the experiments.
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2.2.3 Calibration

To obtain a polarization angle of an incident light from plasma, two kinds of calibration are necessary.

One is for correction of reflection at mirror. A polarization state (Stokes parameters) changes when a

light reflects at mirror. The correction coefficients are determined by the following calibration method

conducted during the maintenance period (so, persons can work in the vacuum vessel of JT-60U). Setting

a light source and a polarizer on the viewing chord of each MSE channel, a polarized light is input to the

MSE optics and detector system. By rotating the direction of polarizer from 0 to7r a data set of V (2w I),

V(2W2) and the polarization angle _Y2 is obtained. The polarization angle of the input polarized light _ 2

can be written by

0
IN :::::::: 72 + 1: (a,, cos(2n-yo) + b sin (2nyo))

n= I

0 1 I V (2W2)
72 - tan Cos 

2 ( V (2wi)

The coefficients of the Fourier series (a,,, and bn) up to the second order and (the difference in the phase

change at reflection for s- and p-polarization components) are determined from a obtained calibration

data. It should be noted that this calibration is conducted without toroidal magnetic field and so its data

does not suffer the Faraday rotation mentioned below.

Second calibration is conducted to correct the effect of birefringence, i.e., the Faraday rotation, in the

window and the collection optics due to toroidal magnetic field. The Faraday rotation effect is calibrated

by monitoring the beam injection into a gas-filled torus. A polarizer shutter" is located in front of

the window for the P17 and P3 systems. By inserting this polarizer in the optical axis (by closing the

shutter), a fixed polarization angle to calibrate the effect of bireffingence can be obtained. By scanning

the applied toroidal magnetic field, the correction coefficient for the Faraday rotation CBt is determined.

The correction coefficient CBT for the PI 7 MSE system is shown in Fig. 23. The coefficient CBT

has a tendency to decrease with channel (decreasing R). This is because the amount of the Faraday

rotation has a cosine dependence on the angle between the viewing chord and toroidal magnetic field.

Coefficients for higher order correction of mirror reflection is also deten-nined from this "gas-filled torus"

calibration, using a linear approximation. This higher order correction compensates the deviation of the

mirror reflection characteristics from that calibrated by the in-vacuum-vessel work described above. The

cause of this deviation is considered to -be that the temperature of mirror at the actual experiment (a

1� gas-filled torus") is different from the one set up by a heater at the in-vacuum-vessel calibration work.

Figure 214 (a) shows the waveforms of the outputs from two lock-in amplifiers demodulating at the

second harmonic frequencies of the PEMs (f, =23 kHz and f2 =20 kHz) for the 9th channel of the PI 7

MSE system. The corrected polarization angles at two stages of correction, -y2 and 1, are also shown

in Fig. 214 (b). The polarization angle corrected for the mirror reflection i 72 mentioned above. The

polarization angle y, is corrected for the Faraday rotation and the mirror reflection including higher order

effect. It is yl that is the polarization angle of the polarized light emitted by the beam neutral atoms in

the plasma and that is used in the equilibrium reconstruction code. Spikes around t=5.7 s are due to a
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Figure 213: The correction coefficient of Faraday rotation CBT for the P7 MSE system is plotted

against the R coordinate of each channel.

short period breakdown of the diagnostic NB (#7). As two more NB units are injected during t=7-7.8 s,

the plasma density increases. Thus, the intensity of the polarized light increases, and so the outputs of

the lock-in amplifiers, V(46) and V(40), also increase. Naturally, the polarization angles do not show the

change corresponding to this increase because the current density profile does not change so much.

A calibration using a tokamak discharge is also employed to check possible drifts in calibration and

or when the gas-filled torus calibration is unavailable. The sawtooth inversion radius deter-mined by the

ECE measurement used to retrieve the location of the q = I surface ("sawtooth" is an MHD instability

with m/n = 11), in combination with a slow sweep of plasma major radius with a steady state current

profile and a rapid sweep of plasma major radius (jog') for the calibration.

Typical errors of the calibration are 02 degree in the polarization angles while the typical statistical

errors in the measurement are less than 0 I degree with a time resolution of 20 ms.

2.2.4 Derivation of the MSE polarization angle

The MSE polarization angle is formulated by using local magnetic and electric fields 62]. Neutral

beam atoms experience not only the Lorentz electric field but also the electric field originated from the

electrostatic potential in plasmas. The radial electric field is produced by pressure gradient and plasma

rotation. Therefore, it can not be neglected when the steep pressure gradient and or large plasma rotation

exist, while the toroidal and poloidal components of electric field are negligibly small.

The response of the MSE polarization angle to the magnetic and radial electric fields is derived in this

section. In the following discussion, the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system is used, where -X corresponds to

the major radial direction at the port I of JT-60U. In Fig. 215 (a) and (b), let "P" be a point on the beam
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Figure 214: (a) Waveforms of the outputs from two lock-in amplifiers demodulating at the second har-
monic frequencies of the PEMs for the 9th channel of the PI 7 MSE system. V(46) and V(40) correspond
to the PEM frequencies f, =23 kHz and f2 =20 kHz, respectively. (b) waveforms of the corrected
polarization angles, Y2 and yl determined from V(46) and V(40). 72 is corrected for only the mirror
reflection. 1 is corrected for the Faraday rotation and the mirror reflection (incl. higher order effect).

line and "Q" be the point corresponding to the observer. The azimuthal angle and angle of elevation of the

beam line are denoted by and oz, respectively. The azimuthal angle of point P is p. The azimuthal angle

and angle of elevation of vector PQ are OpQ and apQ. Their domains are - 80 < Op, OpQ 180'

and 90 < a, apQ 90'. The unit vector parallel to the beam line is UB. In Fig. 215 (c), the (H, V)

coordinates are defined on a plane K perpendicular to the line PQ. The V-axis is a normal projection of

the z-axis to plane K. Vector UV is the unit vector parallel to the V-axis. The H-axis is perpendicular

to the V-axis. Vector UH is the unit vector parallel to the H-axis which is perpendicular to UV and on

plane K. UB, UH and UV can be expressed as

Cos Cos a - sin kpQ - os OpQ sin apQ
UB sin os a UH COS OPQ and UV - sin OpQ sin apQ

sin a 0 COS ePQ

The motional electric field is

BR COS OP - Bo sin p
Ern = v x B, B BR sin Op + Bo os Op (2.3)

BZ

where Bo is negative for the normal direction (CW) in JT-60U. The horizontal (H) and vertical (V)

components of E,,, (see Fig. 215 (d) are
EH AO Bz + ABR + AO BO), (2.4)

= (vxB)-UH=vbUB-(BxUH)=Vb(

Ev = vbUB.(BxUV)=vb ABZ+AOBR+AOBO (2.5)
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Figure 215: Schematic views of the coordinate system, beam trajectory and the observer (MSE po-

larimeter).

, where v is a beam velocity. Thus, the tangent of the MSE polarization angle (7r component) -y , can be

written as

Ev AoBz + ABFL + ABOtan I _ _ ___ 6 (2.6)
EH ABz + AOBR + AOBk4 3 2

where AO = UVX UBY - UVY UBX, AO = UHX UBY - UHY UBX,1 4

AO = UBZ(-UVXsinop+UVYcosop)+UVZ(UBXsinop-UBYcosop),5

AO = -UBZ(UVXcosop+UVYsinop)+UVZ(UBXcosop+UBYsinop),6

AO = UBZ(-UHXsinop+UHYcos0p)+UHZ(UBXsinop-UBYcosop),3

AO = -UBZ(UHXcosop+UHYsinop)+UHZ(UBXcosop+UBYsinop).2

It should be noted that the MSE polarization angle for the or component (-y ) itself is used in JT-60U

= 90').

Next, we consider the effect of the radial electric field on the MSE polarization angle. The radial

electric field can be written as,

E = -V-( = -wV = -wRBZeR + wRBReZ = wReo x B, (2.7)

where 4) and %P are the electrostatic potential and the poloidal flux per radian in (toroidal angle: positive

for CCW), and eR, ez and eo are the unit vectors in the R, Z and directions in the cylindrical coordinate
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system, and (rad/s), RB = 9/M and RBR = -,9T/o9Z. The total electric field is

given as

Etotal = Vb x B + wReR x = vj + wReR) x B. (2.8)

Thus, replacing Vb with Vb + wReR in eq.(2.6), the response function for the MSE polarization angle

can be expressed by the following equation.

EV AlBz + A5BR + A6Bk + EIER E4EZ
tan'Y7 = - -- 1 (2.9)

EH A4Bz + A3BR + A2Bk + E2E - Ez

where

ER = -L,,RBZ, E = jRBR,

Al = AO+(UVXcosOp+UVYsinOp)(LjR/Vb), A5=AO-UVZ(wRlVb),1 5

A6 = A6)
A4 = Ao+(UHXcosop+UHYsinop)(L,;R/vb), A3=AO, A2=AO

4 3 25

El = - UVX cos Op + UVY sin Op cos (OpQ - p) sin apQ

Vb Vb

E4 = UVZ Cos Q

Vb Vb

UHX cos Op + UHY sin Op sin (OpQ - Op)
E2 = E = .

Vb Vb

The coefficients Ai and E vary depending on the viewing geometry and the beam velocity. Since D, not

E, is considered to be constant on a flux surface, the plasma equilibrium code reconstructs the gradient

of the electrostatic potential C
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3. Analysis Methods

The analysis methods of the plasma equilibrium and the non-inductively driven current density profile

are described in this chapter.

3.1 Plasma Equilibrium

In this section, first, the equilibrium equation is derived, and an example of the equilibrium recon-

struction of the JT-60U plasma using the MSE measurement is presented.

3.1.1 Grad-Shafranov equation

For axisymmetriC equilibria, that is equilibria which are independent of the toroidal angle , the

magnetic field lines lie in nested toroidal magnetic surfaces as illustrated in Fig. 3 1. The magnetic axis

is defined as the center of the nested flux surfaces (Fig. 3 ). Here, we derive the equilibrium equation

for an axisymmetric magnetic configuration including tokamak. The equilibrium equation is a two-

dimensional nonlinear, elliptic partial differential equation, usually called the Grad-Shafranov equation

[4].

The equilibrium condition requires that the magnetic force balances the force due to the plasma

pressure, that is,

j x = Vp. (3.1)

This equation gives B Vp = and j Vp = 0. Thus, there is no pressure gradient along the magnetic

field lines and the magnetic sur-faces are surfaces of constant pressure, and the current lines also lie in the

magnetic surfaces as shown in Fig. 3 1. The poloidal magnetic flux function IF, which is determined by

the poloidal flux lying within each magnetic surface and is therefore a constant on that surface, satisfies

B VT = 

In the toroidal coordinate system (Fig. 3 1), the poloidal magnetic field is related to kV (the poloidal flux

per radian in by
1 OT I alp

BR ___' Bz (3.2)
R OZ R OR
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Zak

0 R

magnetic axis

Figure 3 1: Magnetic flux surfaces forming a set of nested toroids. Magnetic field lines and current linies
lie in magnetic surfaces.

This conforms to the requirement = .

Similarly, the poloidal current density is related to the function F RB by

I OF I 
jR = -- , Jz = -- (3.3)

jiOR O poROR'

where B is the toroidal magnetic field. The function F is a function of T as well as the pressure p.

The equation 3. 1) is written as

jp x B+ 3',p x Bp = Vp, (3.4)

where j,0 and p are the toroidal and poloidal components of the current density, and B p is the poloidal

magnetic field. Substituting Eqs. 3.2) and 3.3) into Eq. 3.4),

j = Rp'+ I FF' (3.5)
yoR

Substitution of Eq. 3.2) into the toroidal component of Amp&e's equation gives

( I qf (2q,

toRj = R--- + -- (3.6)OR R OR 2

and using Eq. 3.6) to substitute for JO in Eq. 3.5) gives the Grad-Shafranov equation,

a I Xp 92T 2P, 1p)
R--- + oR - Fq,)F'('P). (3.7)OR R R �Z2 = 1

3.1.2 Definitions of the important equilibrium quantities

Several quantities associated with equilibrium are explained in this section.

Safety factor

The safety factor, q, is so called because of the role it plays in deten-nining stability. In general terms,

higher values of q lead to greater stability. It also appears as an important factor in transport theory.

In an axisymmetric equilibrium each magnetic field line has a value of q. The field line follows a
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Figure 32: (a) Field line on q = 2 surface. (b) Flux annulus containing toroidal flux P and poloidal
flux dT

helical path as it goes round the torus on its associated magnetic surface. If at some toroidal angle, , the

field line has a certain position in the poloidal plane, it will return to that position in the poloidal plane

after change of toroidal angle AO. The q-value of this field line is defined by

AO
q 27r

Thus if a magnetic field line returns to its starting position after exactly one rotation round the torus, then

q = 1. If it moves more slowly in the poloidal direction it has a higher value of q. Rational values of q

play an important role in stability. If q = m/n, where m and n are integers, the field line joins up on

itself after m toroidal and n poloidal rotations round the torus. A q = 2 line is illustrated in Fig. 32 (a).

The safety factor q is expressed as the rate of change of toroidal flux -(D with poloidal flux T. Con-

sidering toroidal and poloidal fluxes, d4� and dT within an infinitesimal annulus between two magnetic

surfaces as illustrated in Fig. 32 (b),
d�D

q = -
dq"

Plasma beta and internal inductance

The plasma is a parameter that measures the efficiency of plasma confinement by the magnetic

field. It is defined as the ratio of the averaged plasma energy to the magnetic energy.

(P)
B2/2po

where means the volume averaged value. Instead of the total magnetic field (toroidal and poloidal

magnetic fields), the definition by the vacuum toroidal magnetic field at the geometric center of the

plasma BTO is often used because it is more proper as an economical measure from the technological

viewpoint.

B20/2poT
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Similarly, the poloidal beta Op is defined by

OP = f p dSl f dS
Ba2/2po

where the integrals are surface integrals over the poloidal cross-section and

Po
1

where Ip is the plasma current and I is the length of the poloidal perimeter of the plasma.

The normalized beta ON is used as a measure of efficiency of magnetic confinement of plasma pres-

sure to compare among the plasmas with various plasma size, toroidal magnetic field and plasma current

which the plasma beta depends on 751.

BT

ON IP 13M

where a is a horizontal minor radius and I is in unit of MA.

The normalized internal inductance per unit length associated with the toroidal current flowing in the

plasma,
B2 fB 2 dVP P

-2 V -P gp-2
Bpa a

Here, Vp is the plasma volume, f dV is the volume integral, and Bpa is the averaged poloidal magnetic

field along the plasma surface. The internal inductance f i is a measure of the peakedness of the current

density profile.

3.1.3 Equilibrium reconstruction in JT-60U

Solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation

The Grad-Shafranov equation 3.7) is numerically solved for the JT-60U plasma equilibrium by the

SELENE code with the free boundary condition. The total plasma current, the vacuum toroidal magnetic

field, the poloidal coil currents, 17 poloidal magnetic field signals measured by the magnetic pick-up

coils and 15 poloidal magnetic flux signals measured by the flux loops located along the vessel wall, and

the MSE spectroscopy are used.

Tokamak equilibria can be treated as axisymmetric, and so they should satisfy the Grad-Shafranov

equation 3.7). Two flux surface functions in the toroidal current density expression Eq. 3.5), pT) and

F(T), are arbitrary functions in T. Solution of Eq. 35 should satisfy the following conditions on the

plasma boundary FI

IPPIr' = 4vIrP aTP r = OIFV �F' Pa n an

where the labels "p" and "v" denote the plasma and vacuum sides, respectively. Generally, the plasma

boundaryrp is unknown (free boundary problem).
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As constraints imposed by the external magnetic measurements, the following conditions should be

satisfied at the locations of flux loops (R k, A) and pick-up coils Ri, Z),

T (Rk, Zk) = T k,

(9 T v (Ri, Z)
az = -RBh,

041 (Ri, Z)
,911 = RB�,

where Qk the k th flux loop signal, and and are the R and Z components of poloidal magneticR Z

field measured by the i th pick-up coil. The plasma current should be equal to the measurement I P

MS = "'.P

The current density profile jp is unknown and can be determined only when the complete information

on the geometric shapes of the flux surfaces within plasma is given 76]. Thus, only with the external

magnetic measurements, there exists a limitation in a full equilibrium reconstruction, and so it is neces-

sary to assume proper functional forms for p(T) and F(T).

In the equilibrium reconstruction code SELENE for the JT-60U plasmas, the following expression

for jo (Eq. 35) is used assuming p and FF' to have a same functional form.

io = J'OJO;R1R,+(1-O;)Rp1R1gNV)' (3.8)

- Taxis
= 'Psurface - axis (3.9)

where jo is the normalization factor, O* is approximately a loidal beta, R is the plasma major radius,P
and 1� is the normalized poloidal flux taking the values of and I at the magnetic axis and the plasma

surface, respectively. As the arbitrary function g(�) a polynomial function or a power function is

generally adopted.

g 1�3 + C, �3) + C2 (1�2 _ 3) (3.10)

g 0) I IC, (3.11)

Thus, there are 4 unknown parameters to determine the current density profile, (j , O*, C1, C2 orP
(jo, O, a, ). In a polynomial representation, jo, 0;, C and C2 are used to adjust the central safety

factor q,.i., Op, ti and Ip, respectively. In a power functional form, jo, O* a and are used to ad-P
just Ip, p, q,.ir, t and Ip, respectively. As Ip is measured, the SELENE code searches a solution in

(q..is,3p, ti) space by using the least squares method. A chi-square statistic for the external magnetic

measurements is

2 wi (b - biXMag.
i

where wi is the weight for the i th magnetic signal, and and bi are the calculated and measured signals

at the Z' th magnetic sensor, respectively. When the MSE data are available, the SELENE code also
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minimizes a chi-square statistic for the MSE polarization angles, X 2MSE-

2 Wj (�j _ _j
XMSE

i

where wj is the weight for the j th MSE data, and jj and 7j are the calculated and measured MSE

polarization angle for the j th viewing point, respectively.

The Grad-Shafranov equation is solved within the computational box with R = 21 - 47 m and

Z = - - 1.8 m. The number of grid is 129 x 129.

Equilibrium reconstruction using the external magnetic measurements

Examples of equilibrium reconstruction using only the external magnetic measurements are pre-

sented below. Results are taken from Ref. 77]. A test equilibrium is numerically calculated using

q..ir = 1.0, Op = 0.5, ii = 1.50 and a power function in Eq. 31 1). Figure 33 shows the equilibrium

profiles. From the simulated signals of the magnetic measurements for the test equilibrium, the equilib-

rium is reconstructed and compared to the original equilibrium quantities. Here, giving the true value of

2qa,,is(= 1.0), the SELENE code searched a optimal set of (p, f) having a minimum Xmag., Figure 34

2shows the Xag. contour plot in the (�p, fi) plane. To check an uncertainty in equilibrium reconstruc-

tion due to the errors in magnetic measurements, 10 reconstruction results for the simulated magnetic

signals including random I errors are also plotted as open circles in Fig. 34. The internal induc-

tance ii ranges from 12 to 1.55, and Op varies from 0.5 to 065, where the true values of fi and Op are

1.50 and 0.5, respectively. Figure 35 shows the reconstructed current density profiles corresponding to

2the points of both ends on the X ag = 0.00 1 contour curve. Their resultant (OP, f) are 0675, 1.15)

2and 0.305 1849), respectively. Thus, even with the convergence condition of X ag = 0.0 I and the

measurement error of I %, the current density profile can not be reconstructed accurately only from the

external magnetic measurements.

Another reconstruction test was conducted. A test equilibrium is produced with q ai, 1 Op

0.2 'fi = 1048 and F(Ii) = _ 0.7. Using the simulated magnetic signals (without adding artificial
2 in the Waxisi N, fi) space. Scan-

error), the SELENE code searched a solution having a minimum X ag.

ning qaxis, an optimal set of p and fi was determined for each qaxi, as shown in Fig. 36. There is no

ssfet lctor q current density pros Ure 

E sa)Z0LS I.,

d

$ !I.
4_014J-7�c. R-OMENC14 I"

Figure 33: Profiles of the safety factor, current density and pressure for the test equilibrium.
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Figure 34: X 2ag. contour plot in the fi) plane. Open circles are the reconstruction results for
the simulated magnetic signals including I % effors.

A-1 is *#HBO*. t.- to

N 3 At
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-11 .. I 4
-0041 Wm 1P. &-MINIMIN is qaxls

Figure 35: The current density profiles in two re- Figure 36: The result of finding a solu-
construction results satisfying the convergence con- tion in (qaxisi O, fi) space. The optimal
dition of X 2 ag = 0.001. (OP I fi) having a minimum)( 2 ag. are plot-M M

X2ted at eachqaxis- ag. is also shown.

significance change in X 2 around the minimum value for qa,, = - - 14. This means that there is
Mag.

50 % uncertainty in the reconstructed q,.i. which correspond to 50 % uncertainty in the central current

density. Thus, it is concluded again that it is difficult to obtain a satisfactory reconstruction of the current

density profile from only the external magnetic measurements.

Equilibrium reconstruction using the MSE spectroscopy

The MSE spectroscopy gives information on the internal magnetic field. The radial profile of the

internal magnetic field sets a strong constraint on a possible current density profile. Figure 37 shows a

example of the reconstructed equilibrium for the JT-60U plasma. The equilibrium magnetic flux surface

and profiles of the toroidal current density and plasma pressure on Z = Zi, are shown. The current

density profile is adjusted so as to fit the MSE polarization angles calculated from the equilibrium to the
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Figure 37: The reconstructed equilibrium for E39690 t = 10.75 s. The MSE viewing points are indicated

by circles. The current density and pressure profiles on Z = Z,,,i, are also shown, where Za,,jr, is the Z

coordinate of the magnetic axis.
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Figure 38: The MSE polarization angles for PI 7 PI 3 and P3 MSE systems are plotted versus a major
radius R. Solid lines are the calculated IVISE polarization angle profiles for each MSE systems. The
short dashed lines are the calculated angle profiles for the vacuum magnetic field (without the poloidal
magnetic field). The long dashed lines correspond to the equilibrium solution under constraint of qaxis

1.5.
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Figure 39: The safety factor (q), toroidal current density (j) and pressure (p) profiles are plotted versus
the normalized minor radius p. The long dashed line in q profile corresponds to the equilibrium solution
under constraint of qaxis = 1.5.

measuredonesbyPI7,Pl3andP3MSEsystems.ThisisshowninFig.3.8.Thecalculatedangles(solid

lines)agreewellwiththemeasuredanglesbythreeMSEsystems. TheshortdashedlinesinFig 38

are the calculated angle profiles for only the vacuum toroidal magnetic field. The difference between the

solid and dashed lines is approximately proportional to the local poloidal magnetic field, which is in turn

proportional to the toroidal current contained within each flux surface. Figure 39 shows the safety factor

(q), toroidal current density (j) and pressure (p) profiles plotted against the normalized minor radius

(p). As the cur-rent density is not a surface quantity (a quantity constant on a magnetic flux surface), the

averaged value on the flux surface is used.

The equilibrium solution under constraint of qaxi, = 1.5 is also shown by the long dashed lines in

Figs. 38 and 39 (q profile). Although the difference between X2 g. values for two equilibria is -M
2XMSE for the best solution with q.i. = 112 (solid lines) is nearly half of that for the q,,i = 1.5 solution

2indicated by the long dashed lines (XMSE = 110 and 202, respectively). Thus, the MSE spectroscopy

substantially improves accuracy in reconstructing the current density profile which is impossible with

only the external magnetic measurements.

3.2 Determination of non-inductively-driven current profile

The analysis method of non-inductive current density profile was first introduced by C.B. Forest 781.

The generalized Ohm's law is written as

E + x B = q - NIND)- (3.12)
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where is the plasma resistivity and NIND i the non-inductive portion of the current density j. Taking

the dot product of Eq. 3.12) with B,

B P E + B 0 EO (3.13)
B B J1 - NIND,//)

is obtained. Here, Bo and Bp are the toroidal and poloidal components of the magnetic field B, and

EO and Ep are the toroidal and poloidal components of the electfic field E. Subscript // denotes the

component parallel to the magnetic field line. In steady state, the toroidal component of Faraday's law

V x E = 49BIOt is wtten as

i Ep ds = (3.14)

where ds is a poloidal line element along the magnetic surface, and the line integral is taken round a flux

surface in the poloidal plane. Substituting Eq. 3.13) into Eq. 3.14),

011B) - (j"IND,//B) o,11 (BOEO)

Bo O '7//Vo (B 2)
OW 27rR 27rF 0

B2
0) 91P (3.15)

F &

is derived. Here, the conductivity o11 = llqll), the one-turn loop voltage in the toroidal direction VO

and F = RBO are constant on each flux surface (i.e., surface quantities), and XP is the poloidal flux

function = Tp/27r). it should be noted that VO is equal to the time derivative of the poloidal flux

Tp(= 27rT). is the flux surface average as defined by

(X) (XlBp) d1l j (dl/Bp) .

Multiplying Eq. 3.15) with BT /B2 and taking a flux surface average again,

B2
(j11B ( BT (jNIND,11B) (BT ( ) aT

Y2 Y2 (RB2) &

thus,
B2) aT

F F ( 0
011B) -CR-B2) (JNIND,//B) TR-B2) or �RB2) & (3.16)

is obtained.

Defining the toroidal components of the total current density and noninductive current density by

the first and second terms in the left side of Eq. 316), respectively, the expression for the toroidal

noninductive current density at minor radius p is obtained as

(BO2 aT
iNINDO(P = o(P - 0'11-RB2 -Vt (3.17)

JNIND,//B F (P) (j11B FNINDO(P) �RB2)1 30 (RB2)
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Figure 3 1 0: Flow of determination of the noninductive current density profile from equilibrium recon-

struction and profile measurement. SELENE and EFIT 791 are equilibrium reconstruction codes.

where all flux surface averages, ,// and 01P/o9t are evaluated at minor radius p. The conductivity /

is calculated from the neoclassical transport theory and the measured profiles of the ion and electron

temperatures, electron density and effective charge. Time derivative of the poloidal flux is calculated

from a firne-series of reconstructed equilibria. The period for time derivative should be chosen so that the

toroidal electric field does not change much (or time evolution of the poloidal flux can be approximated to

be linear) but the poloidal flux change can be evaluated in enough accuracy. All other quantities averaged

on the flux surface can be evaluated from the equilibrium. Thus, the toroidal noninductive current density

profile is determined from a time-series of equilibria. Flow of this analysis is illustrated in Fig. 3 1 0.

3.3 Computational Codes for Tokamak Plasma Simulation

In this thesis, three computational codes for tokamak plasma simulation, ACCOME 21 ], OFMC

[151, TOPICS [801, are used to compare the experimentally measured profile of the NB dven current

density with theoretical prediction.

3.3.1 ACCOME

The ACCOME (Analyzer for Current dive Cnsistent with MHD quilibrium) 21 code has been

developed for the investigation of steady state N13-driven, ohmic, and bootstrap currents which are con-

sistent with MHD equilibrium. The NB dven current is derived by numerically solving the eigenfunc-
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tions of the bounce-averaged olcker-Planck equation (bounce is a cycle of particle's motion in a toroidal

configuration). Effects of particle trapping, energy diffusion, and bounce motion of fast ions on the

NI3 driven current are taken into consideration. Variables of the distribution function f in Eq. 11 is

separated as

f (v, A, T = s (T) 7, (T) 1: a,, v, T c (A, T). (3.18)
,n

The volume source of the NB fast ions s(T) is calculated from the NB geometries, profiles of temper-

atures, density and Zff, and the ionization model. The gaussian beam profile with a finite beam width

is taken into consideration. The slowing down time 7 is evaluated from temperature and density. The

energy diffusion term a,, is given by

I [V3 Vb + V31 -y�Z2/6

a., (v, T) ( < Vb),
V3 + V3 3 3 3

C Vb b

2(1 + V3/V3) V Vb
exp C b ( > Vb),

3 + V3 Te (V3/V3)�Vb /Eb+(Ti/Eb) b Vb

where Vb = M �rnb, v,(T) V/�E/mb� is the local citical velocity;

Z2 In AiniZi/mb In AiniZi2/mi

In Ai denotes the Coulomb logarithm for the i th bulk ion species, and Y n the n th eigenvalue. The

bounce-averaged differential equation for eigenfunction Cn can be written as 81]

- 1 d [_A2)Q(A'A,)dCn] + YnCn = ,

R(A, At) dA dA

2 2 [(,\t)2]
R(A, At) = K [(At)] Q(A, At) = E -

7r A

where At is the pitch of the barely-trapped particles, and K and E are the complete elliptic integrals of

the first and the second kinds, respectively. The effect of bounce motion of fast ions as well as the effect

of particle trapping are taken into consideration in this equation. These eigenfunctions c (T) and eigen

values -y,, are numerically derived.

The bootstrap current is evaluated for multi-species ions including impurity and fast ions on the basis

of the Hirshman-Sigmar moment approach 23, 81. The bootstrap current density averaged over each

flux surface, is calculated as

BS (L-, In p + L-, In T.)(1/ B RtBTP, 3 3
, iza. OP OT

where Rt is the geometric major radius, p is the pressure of the particle species denoted by "a", the

effective temperature T for the NB fast ions is defined by Tb = Pb/Mb, and the bootstrap coefficients

L', and L32 are evaluated by solving the neoclassical transport equation.

The flux surface averaged Faraday's law in a steady state tokamak can be written as

(jOHB) =7//VOF (R -2)
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where the toroidal one-turn loop voltage V0 is spatially uniform.

All the types of plasma current described above depend on the geometry of MHD equilibrium On

the other hand, the MHD equilibrium directly depends on those current profile. Therefore, an iterative

procedure is employed to obtain an MHD equilibrium solution which is consistent with computed plasma

currents. The NI3 driven, bootstrap and ohmic current density profiles at the Z' th iteration step are

calculated based on the ( - ) th MHD equilibrium. As the NI3 dven and bootstrap currents and the

plasma conductivity are determined from the equilibrium and given input information (NI3 geometries

and profiles of temperatures, density and Zff), the ohmic current is adjusted to match the total plasma

current I with the input value by regulating a spatially uniform value of the toroidal one-tum loop

voltage V0. Then, ACCOME solves the i th MHD equilibrium having the profiles of the current density

(sum of the NB dven, bootstrap and ohmic current densities) and pressure (sum of the thermal and

fast ion factions) under the fixed boundary condition. These calculation of plasma current and MHD

equilibrium are executed iteratively until the value of (11 11B) at each radial mesh point is converged

well; that is,

� (�jllB) - j11B)(,_1)) / (11B), <

where is usually set at :� 10-2.

The input and output quantities in the experimental analysis mode are summarized below. The inputs

are the measured profiles of temperatures, density and Zff, information on NBs (beam energies, injection

powers and geometries), plasma boundary, total plasma current, vacuum toroidal magnetic field and

currents of the poloidal field coils. The outputs are the MHD equilibrium including the total cur-rent

density profile, the noninductive (NB and bootstrap) and ohmic current density profiles, the toroidal

one-turn loop voltage Vk, power deposition profiles for bulk species and the shinethrough power. The

shinethrough power is carried by particles not ionized in plasma and goes to the counter-facing first wall.

Before the MSE spectroscopy and the analysis method of noninductive current have been established,

only the macroscopic quantities such as the internal inductance, neutron yield, fast ion stored energy,

surface loop voltage and shinethrough power could be compared to measurements. In this thesis, the

ACCOME prediction of the NB dven current density profile is validated from comparison with the

measured one.

3.3.2 OFMC

The OFMC (Orbit Following Monte Carlo) code solves the fast ion distribution function in a manner

different from that in ACCOME. OFMC follows test particles' trajectories in the background plasma with

ionization, collision and charge-exchange processes considered.

First, the fast ion birth profile is determined for the specified NB injections. Trajectories of the

produced fast ions are followed by numerical integration of the guiding center equations of motion. The

guiding center equations in the toroidal coordinate r = R, Z, ) are

dr _L /jm + Mb V2,11) B X VB + B V
dt eZb B 9 B B B g'
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dvgll p.. o9B

dt Mb Of'

where tt,, = MbV 2 , /2B the magnetic moment, vg,// and vg,-L are the guiding center velocities parallel

and perpendicular to the magnetic field line, and the length along the field line.

The collisional process of fast ions are simulated by a technique of Monte-Carlo. The mean values

and mean square deviations of the longitudinal and transverse components of the velocity change due to

Coulomb collision with field particles, AvI and Avt, respectively, are given by analytical formulas using

temperatures, density and masses and charge numbers of field particles and fast ions when field particles

have Maxwellian velocity distributions. In the Monte-Carlo simulation, Av I and Avt are computed at

every time step by generating normal random numbers with the mean values and the mean square devi-

ations given by these analytical formulas. The charge-exchange process of fast ions is also simulated by

a Monte-Carlo technique using the charge-exchange reaction rate (Crv) CX.

OFMC follows test particles' trajectories until all the injected particles are lost or thermalized. The

loss processes are classified as the ripple, orbit and charge-exchange losses according to their physical

mechanisms. The ripple loss is caused from the toroidal field ripple structure, i.e., the asymmetric mag-

netic field in toroidal direction originating from the finite number of toroidal coils. Thus, the effect of

ripple is important near the toroidal field coils at outboard. The particles trapped in the toroidal field

ripple (between adjacent toroidal coils) experience the ripple-enhanced banana drift and the orbit change

due to collisions, and some particles hit the first wall before they are thermalized. Orbit loss occurs

when particles have drift orbits leading to the first wall. In collisionless case, some particles are "bom"

to suffer orbit loss, depending on the birth coordinates in the phase space. In collisional case, particles

initially running on the "orbit loss" trajectories are possible to change their orbits so as not to suffer orbit

loss due to collisions, and vice versa.

The inputs for the OFMC code are the measured profiles of temperatures, density and Zfr, informa-

tion on NBs and the plasma MHD equilibrium. The outputs are the fast ion distribution function, heat

and momentum transfer profiles for bulk plasma species, lost power fractions due to the shinethrough

and the ripple, orbit and charge-exchange processes, and the NB driven current density profile. The

quantities which can be compared to the measurements are the NB driven current density profile and

the shinethrough power. The OFMC calculation is compared to the measured NB driven current density

profile in this thesis. The iterative analysis of self-consistent MHD equilibrium employed in ACCOME

is not implemented in OFMC because Monte-Carlo calculation requires a very long CPU time.

3.3.3 TOPICS

The TOPICS (TOkamak Prediction and Interpretation Code System) has been developed to solve

transport and simulate a tokamak plasma evolution. It can treat both time-dependent and steady state

solutions. In a full simulation study, TOPICS solves a time evolution of plasma discharge based on given

transport models for heat, particle, momentum and current density, starting from the given initial plasma

state. In the experimental analysis of this thesis, time series of profiles of temperatures, density and Zff
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are given as inputs, and so the transports of heat and particle are not solved (instead, diffusion coefficients

for heat and particle transports are obtained as outputs).

In a time-dependent analysis mode, TOPICS solves the diffusion equations of ohmic current density,

heat and particle based on the specified transport models. Generally, ohmic current diffusion obeys

the neoclassical transport theory, while the anomalous term is needed in heat and particle transport to

reproduce the experimental profiles of temperatures and density. The NB fast ion distribution function is

calculated by solving the Fokker-Planck equation in the similar way as in ACCOME. The noninductive

current densities by NB, R and bootstrap current are calculated at each time step. Plasma equilibrium

is solved at each time step so as to have profiles of the total current density (sum of the ohmic and

noninductive current densities mentioned above) and pressure (sum of the thermal and fast ion fractions).

In section 43.1 of this thesis, a time-dependent analysis is executed. Time evolutions of the total

current density and pressure profiles are compared with the measured ones, and the theoretical models

adopted in TOPICS are validated. In section 52.3, the fast ion pressure profile calculated using TOPICS

is compared with the measurement in order to evaluate the effect of MHD instability on fast ion transport

which is not implemented in TOPICS.
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4. Characteristics of Current Drive by High
Energy Neutral Beam

4.1 N-NB current drive experiment

Current drive characteristics of N-NB have been investigated experimentally and the theory of neutral

beam current drive has been tested 821. In 4 1. 1, the response of plasma parameters to N-NB injection is

described. The spatial profile of the N-NB driven current density and the dependence of the current drive

efficiency on plasma and beam parameters, such as the beam energy EB and the electron temperature T,

are discussed and compared with theoretical prediction.

4.1.1 Effect of N-NB injection on plasma

In the N-NB current drive experiments discussed in this thesis, the plasma configuration (Fig. 4 )

was chosen so that the diagnostics essential for current drive analysis, i.e., MSE spectroscopy for internal

magnetic field profile and Thomson scattering for electron temperature and density profiles, cover the

whole plasma cross section from the magnetic axis to the plasma surface for equilibrium reconstruction

and derivation of plasma conductivity profile with sufficient accuracy. The ion temperature and toroidal

rotation velocity measurement (CXRS : Charge eXchange Recombination Spectroscopy) also covers the

region from the normalized minor radius of - 02 to the surface. The lower unit of N-NB passes through

the magnetic axis in this configuration. The P17 and P13 MSE systems view the counter-directional

tangential P-NB (#713). CXRS views an upper perpendicular P-NB. Plasma discharge (E32460) has a

plasma current of 1p = MA, a toroidal magnetic field of BT = 35 T and a line-averaged electron

density of n = 09 x 1019 m-3. Figure 42 shows discharge waveforms of injection powers of N-NB

(F�NB and P-NB (�NB ), surface one-turn voltage Vruf, plasma stored energy Wdi, neutron emission

rate line-average electron density n,, central electron and ion temperatures T, (0), T (0) and toroidal

rotation velocity near the magnetic axis VT. The resistive decay of the plasma current is compensated

by the inductive plasma current driven by the toroidal voltage induced by the ohmic coil under constant

Ip control. Thus, Vurf can be a simple measure of the inductive current fraction, although the change

in plasma resistivity by plasma heating and the loop voltage profile should be considered to evaluate the
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Figure 4 1: Plasma configuration (poloidal cross-section) of pulse E32460. Trajectories of N-NB (Upper
and Lower units), tangential P-NB injected for MSE spectroscopy and upper perpendicular P-NB injected
for CXRS are projected. The measured spatial points of MSE (blue crosses), CXRS (red open circles)
and Thomson scattering (green crosses) are also shown. The viewing chord of Thomson scattering lies
vertically crossing the plasma near the magnetic axis.

inductive fraction more precisely, as described in 41.2. The plasma stored energy consists of thermal

energies of bulk ions (deuterium), electrons and impurity (dominantly, carbon) ions, and the energy of

fast ions produced by NB injection. The plasma stored energy determined from the diamagnetic toroidal

flux measurement, Wdi� , is used in JT-60U. The D-D fusion reaction produces 245 MeV neutrons.

The measured Sn consists of neutrons produced by the D-D fusion reactions among thermal ions, beam

and thermal ions, and beam ions. Increasing the deuterium temperature and density and the injected

beam power increases The beam energy EB is 360 keV and PNNB is 37 MW. The pulse length

(> 2 s) is sufficiently longer than the slowing-down time of N-NB fast ions, which is 05-0.65 s within

the inner alf minor radius where 60 of the N-NB injected power is absorbed. P-NBs of 3 MW at

EB = 83 keV are also injected for measuring the current density profile by MSE and the ion temperature

protile by CXRS. The plasma stored energy and the neutron emission rate increase during N-NB injection

(t = 810.2 s). The increase in Wdiz, comes mainly from the buildup of fast ions. The large increase in Sn

is mostly due to the beam-thermal and beam(N-NB)-bearn(P-NB) reactions. Due to the low Ti and low

density in E32460, the beam-beam reaction dominates Sn (about 84 %), and the beam-thermal reaction

contributes 16 %. The thermal-thermal reaction is negligibly small. The central electron temperature

T,(O) increases during N-NB injection, while increase in Ti(O) is small (Fig. 42). The T profiles just

before N-NB injection (t = 8 s) and at the end of the N-NB pulse (t = 10 s) and Ti profiles during the very
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Figure 42: Discharge waveforms of pulse E32460. Shown are time evolutions of the NB injection
powers PNNB PPNB ), the surface one-turn voltage(Vurf), the plasma stored energy Wdi,, the neutron
emission rate Sn the line-average electron density n, the central electron and ion temperatures T(O),
T (0) and the toroidal rotation velocity near the magnetic axis VT 

early phase of N-NB injection (t = 8.55 s) and t = 10 s are shown in Fig. 43. The electron temperature
increases mostly within the inner half minor radius, while the T profile does not change much. These
results indicate the dominance of electron heating by N-NB with central deposition (T,(O - 4 keV,
T (0 - 27 keV). According to the Orbit Following Monte Carlo (OFMC) code calculation, the powers
absorbed by electrons and ions during the slowing-down process of N-NB injected fast ions are 61 
and 14 of the injected power, respectively, while 26 and 35 of the injected P-NB power go to
electrons and ions, respectively. Shine-through losses are 21 for N-NB and 19 for P-NB and other

losses due to toroidal field ripple, banana drift orbit and charge exchange are 4 for N-NB and 20 for

P-NB. As shown in Fig. 44 (a), the electron density stays nearly unchanged because of the low particle
fueling by N-NB. The change in toroidal rotation velocity due to N-NB injection is not significant [Fig.
4.4 (b)]. The plasma toroidal rotation velocity (-I - 2 x 105 m/s at the plasma center) is negligible
compared to the velocity of N-NB fast ions carrying the non-inductive current 4.5 x 1 6 mIs for the
N-NB ions). A gradual decrease in the surface voltage Vurf from 045 V to less than 03 V occurs for

3/2two reasons. One is the gradual T increase because the plasma conductivity is proportional to T. . The
other is relaxation of the electric field (the loop voltage profile relaxes towards a flat profile). The loop
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Figure 4.3: Profiles of (a) electron temperature T, at t8 s and 10 s and (b) ion temperature T at
t 8.55 s and 10 s.
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Figure 44: Profiles of (a) electron density n, at t8 s and IO s and (b) toroidal rotation velocity
VT at t = 8.55 s and 10 s.
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voltage is applied at the plasma surface by a flux swing of the ohmic coil, and penetrates towards the

inside by diffusion.

4.1.2 Determination of the non-inductively-driven current profile

The plasma current density profile Jp) and the one-tum loop voltage profile Vl,,,,p(p) must be de-

termined in order to evaluate the N-NB driven current profile I .NNB (P) 78, 831. As described in chap.

3, j (p) is obtained as a result of plasma equilibrium reconstruction and V..p (p) is determined from the

time-series of reconstructed plasma equilibria. In a cylindrical or toroidal plasma, the plasma current

penetrates towards the magnetic axis, and the current density profile peaks up with time, and becomes

stationary when the loop voltage profile becomes spatially uniform. Normally, the q = I rational surface

appears during the discharge evolution as the current profile peaks up. Here, q is the safety factor intro-

duced in 3 . The sawtooth instability occurs when the q = I surface exists in tokamak plasmas. Such

an instability should be avoided for current dive analysis.

The non-inductively-driven current profile was analyzed during the time interval t = 85-9 s in E32460

described in 4 1. 1. Figure 45 shows the safety factor profile q (p) at t = 9 s. The central safety factor (the

minimum value in a normal magnetic shear configuration) q(O) is 1. 1 5 and there is no q = surface. No

sawtooth activity was observed experimentally. Thus, this discharge is suitable for loop voltage analysis.

The loop voltage profiles for E32460 and a similar discharge without N-NB injection are shown in Fig.

4.6. A large decrease of ,,p is observed in the central region. This is due to both reduction of the

inductive current density (N-NB current drive effect) and increase in the conductivity through electron

temperature increase (N-NB heating effect). The loop voltage in the peripheral region away from the

N-NB deposition region also decreases, because the heat flux caused by diffusion from inside to outside

increased the electron temperature. The plasma conductivity profile or p) was calculated from the mea-

sured profiles of T, n, and Zff using the neoclassical plasma transport theory (Fig. 47). The inductive

current density profile jOH(P) was calculated from V.,,p(p) and ar(p) as shown in Fig. 48. The total

current density (equilibrium current density) j and non-inductive current density NND =_ i - OH) are

also shown in Fig. 48. The analysis method used here gives the total non-inductive current density and

can not separate the bootstrap current and the NB dven currents by each NB unit. Thus, in the present

case (E32460), the N-NB diven current density profile NNB(P) is determined by subtracting the calcu-

lated bootstrap current density and the P-NB dven current density from the measured i NIND- Validity

of the neoclassical transport theory in determining the bootstrap current has been confirmed in JT-60U

[7]. Although the argument was limited to the total bootstrap current in ref 7 the bootstrap current

profile measured subsequently in a bootstrap current dominated discharge agreed well with theoretical

prediction 84]. Figure 49 shows the profiles of bootstrap current and P-NB dven current (counter cur-

rent drive) calculated by the current-drive code ACCOME, which solves the inductive and non-inductive

cuffentdensityprofileswhichareconsistentwithplasmaequilibrium. TheN-NBdfivencurrentprofile

determined from measured NIND is compared with the result of ACCOME calculation in Fig. 40.

ACCOME calculation was performed using two models of ionization cross-section for the injected N-
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Figure 45: Experimentally determined safety factor profile q(p) at t 9 s of E32460. There is no
q = I rational surface.
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Figure 46: Profiles of loop voltage (V,,,,,p) for Figure 47: Profile of plasma conductivity o(p)
E32460 (N-NB injection) and a similar discharge at t = 9 s of E32460, calculated from T, (p), n, (p)
without N-NB injection. and Zff (p) using the neoclassical transport the-

ory.
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Figure 48: Profiles of total current density j tt�,, Figure 49: Profiles of bootstrap current density

inductive (or ohmic) current density JOH and and P-NB driven current density, calculated by

non-inductive current density inind for E32460. the ACCOME code.

NB particles, i.e., single-step model and multi-step model. The measured profile agrees well with the

calculation using the multi-step model within the experimental error, due to uncertainties mainly in T,

Zff and V..p. The experimentally detennined total N-NB driven current is 600 kA. ACCOME with

the multi-step model predicted 580 kA, while ACCOME with the single-step model gave 430 kA. Va-

lidity of the multistep ionization cross-section model has also been confirmed by previous studies of the

N-NB shinethrough power (power not absorbed by the plasma). Fast neutral particles of injected N-NB

are ionized mainly inside the inner half minor radius for plasma parameters of E32460. Ionized parti-

cles carrying non-inductive current are well confined because tangentially injected fast particles hardly

become trapped particles until they are slowed down by collisions. Thus, a centrally-peaked current den-

sity profile is expected from the on-axis trajectory of N-NI3 and plasma parameters of E32460. Fig. 41 

shows the integrated N-NB driven and bootstrap currents inside each magnetic surface labelled by the

normalized minor radius p. Due to the central deposition of N-NB, 70 % of the total N-NI3 driven current

is within the inner half minor radius. The total bootstrap current is 140 kA, where the contribution of

N-NB to the fast-ion component of bootstrap current is - 50 kA.

4.2 Current Drive at High Electron Temperature

In the previous section, the non-inductive current density profile was determined experimentally

for plasmas driven by a high energy neutral beam. The measured current density profile agreed well

with theoretical prediction, using a multistep ionization model. However, the plasma temperature was

relatively low (T,(O - 4 keV). To increase confidence in predicting the driven current for next-step

devices such as ITER and in developing a prospect for a fusion reactor, evaluation of the N-NB current
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Figure 4 1 0: Measured (solid line) and calculated Figure 41 1: The integrated N-NB driven (solid

(dashed lines) N-NB driven current density pro- line) and bootstrap (dashed line) currents within

files (jNNB). Error due to uncertainties in the each flux surface as a function of normalized mi-

measurements is indicatedby theshadedregion. nor radius p.

Thin and thick dashed lines correspond to theo-
retical calculationby ACCOMEusingthe single-

step and multi-step models for ionization cross-
section for injected N-NB particles, respectively.

drive capability in the high electron temperature regime is required.

4.2.1 Measurement of the N-NB current drive in EC heated plasmas

In order to evaluate the N-NB driven current in a high electron temperature regime with T,(0)

10 keV, ECRF (electron cyclotron range of frequencies) power has been applied to heat electrons [85].

A low density L mode plasma was employed for precise measurement of the N-NB driven current. Non-

inductive current other than that driven by N-NB should be minimized because the N-NB driven current

is evaluated by subtracting the bootstrap current and the driven currents by other methods (such as P-NB)

from the total non-inductive current. The bootstrap current is small in low density L mode plasmas. As

the P17 and P13 MSE systems view the counter-directional tangential P-NB (#713) which dves neg-

ative current and the P3 MSE system views the co-directional tangential P-NB which dves positive

current, the total P-NB driven current is nearly cancelled. The plasma configuration is shown in Fig.

4.12. The injection angle of ECRF was adjusted so as to make the rays pass through the plasma center.

The toroidal magnetic field BT was 373 T so the EC power deposition was centered near the magnetic

axis. The EC resonance position for the vacuum BT is shown in Fig. 412. The poloidal current in

the plasma changes B in the plasma from the vacuum value. This is estimated about 0.015 T near

the magnetic axis, corresponding to a 12 cm outward shift of the EC resonance. Absorption of the EC
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Figure 412: Plasma configuration (poloidal cross-section) of pulse E36545. Trajectories of N-NB (Up-

per and Lower units) and tangential P-NB injected for MSE spectroscopy are projected. Spatial points

of MSE (open circles) are located along the P-NB orbit. Rays of two ECRF units (#I and 3) and the

resonance layer corresponding to the vacuum toroidal magnetic field are also shown.

wave occurs at a lower BT (i.e., arger major radius R) due to the Doppler shift. Figure 413 shows

the discharge waveforms of the EC heated plasma with N-NB injection (E36545). The plasma current

was I MA. The line-averaged density through the central chord was kept at 084 x 10 9 M -3. Electron

cyclotron wave injection UEC = 10 GHz, PEC 1.15 MW) started 04 s before N-NB injection

(EB = 354 keV, PINJ = 34 MW), This is for increasing the N-NB current dive by building up more

N-NB fast ions in a high T, plasma obtained by EC heating. The central electron temperature T, (0) was

raised to - 5 keV rapidly by ECRF, and gradually increased to 6 keV with a time constant of slowing-

down time of N-NB fast ions (- 14 s) during N-NB injection (t = 78.4 s). The time evolution of the 7',

profile is shown in Fig. 416. The T, profile at t = 83 s (with N-NB and EC injection) is broader than at

t = 695 s (EC injection only). This is because N-NB has a broader power deposition than ECRE

After T, (0) has reached - 5 keV at t = 68 s, T, (0) decreased slightly. There are two possible causes

for this gradual decrease. One is as follows. As electron temperature is determined from the electron

cyclotron emission (ECE), the ECE signal reflects the electron temperature in the direction perpendicular

to the magnetic field line. The ECRF accelerates electrons in the perpendicular direction. Therefore, the

energy diffusion in the velocity space is possible to cause the decrease in the electron temperature deter-

mined from ECE, although its time scale and decrease have not been evaluated quantitatively by solving

the Fokker-Planck equation. Other possible cause is an appearance of an MHD instability in the central

region where the EC wave power was deposited. Similar MHD activity occurred again at t = 76 s and

8 s, causing drops in T, as shown in Fig. 413. Plasma discharge should be optimized to avoid such an

instability in order to obtain a high T plasma. However, N-NB fast ions did not seem to be lost by this
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Figure 413: Discharge waveforms of pulse E36545. Time evolutions of the injected powers of N-
NB and ECRF, the plasma current Ip, the surface loop voltage (V,,,rf), the central electron temperature
T,(0), the neutron emission rate Sn the MSE polarization angles at 7 locations from near the magnetic
axis to half minor radius are shown. In the panel of MSE polarization angles, time-traces for a similar
discharge without N-NB injection are shown for comparison. US and HFS mean lower and higher
toroidal magnetic field sides of the plasma center, respectively.
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Figure 414: Profile of EC driven current calcu- Figure 415: Power deposition profiles of the EC
lated by a linear Fokker-Planck code. wave and N-NB injection at t = 83 s, calculated

by a linear Fokker-Planck code and OFMC, re-
spectively.

MHD instability because there was no clear drop in the neutron emission rate S n which was produced

mainly by reaction of the N-NB fast ions with thermal ions and P-NB fast ions. Since the EC heating

and current drive are localized in a very narrow region near the magnetic axis as shown in Fig. 414

and 415, it is likely that only flux surfaces near the magnetic axis (r/a 01) are destroyed temporally

or suffered reconnection of magnetic field lines. Therefore, we can continue analysis and discussion of

E36545 except in the central region (r/a^ 0). Here, EC heating and current drive were calculation by

a linear Fokker-Planck code 86], and the N-NB power deposition was calculated by OFMC. In Fig.

4.13, time-traces of polarization angles of 7 MSE channels located near the magnetic axis to half minor

radius are shown. Approximate normalized minor radius of each channel is displayed. Wavefonns for

a similar discharge without N-NB injection are also shown for comparison. The difference between the

two discharges becomes larger during N-NB injection, because of differences in current profile change

due to N-NB current drive and in the Shafranov shift of the magnetic surfaces due to plasma pressure

increase by N-NB injection. Time-evolutions of the poloidal magnetic flux obtained from plasma

equilibrium reconstruction are shown in Fig. 417. The central safety factor O) decreased with time.

It was kept above one in order to avoid sawtooth activity. The time derivative of corresponds to the

one-turn loop voltage at each location. During N-NB injection (t = 78.4 s, d'Idt decreased due to

heating and current drive effects.

The result of non-inductive current density profile analysis for E36545 is shown in Fig. 4 1 8. Three

periods during the discharge, i.e., before EC and N-NB injection (t = 638-6.6 s), during N-NB and EC

injection (t = 81-8.34 s), and 3 s after the main N-NB pulse (very late phase of discharge, t = 1 1.06-

11.26 s) are shown. Loop voltage profiles indicate that (a) plasma current has not penetrated fully at t =

6.38-6.6 s, (b) relatively broad profile of N-NB driven current density made the hollow region of Vl,,,,p

wider and delayed current penetration at t = 81-8.34 s, and (c) plasma current profile reached a nearly
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Figure 416: Electron temperature profiles at t = 65 s (target, without EC or N-NB), t 6.95 s (EC
of 1. 15 MW) and t = 83 s (N-NB of 34 MW and EC of 065 MW).
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Figure 417: Time-evolutions of the poloidal magnetic flux for E36545 obtained from plasma

equilibrium reconstruction. The central safety factor O) and the internal inductance f i are also

shown.
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Figure 418: Non-inductive current density profile analyses at 3 time intervals in E36545, i.e., (a) before

EC and N-NB injection (t = 638-6.6 s), (b) during N-NB and EC injection (t = 81-8.34 s) and (c) very

late phase of discharge after N-NB and EC injection (t = 11.06-11.26 s). Profiles of the one turn loop

voltage V.,,p, the non-inductive current density NIND, the total current density j and the safety factor q

are shown.
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Figure 419: Profiles of the total current density j, the inductive component I OH and the non-inductive
component NIND during the time interval t = 81-8.34 s in E36545 are shown.

fully-relaxed state well after the N-NB pulse (t = 106-11.26 s). Current penetration can also be shown

from time-evolutions of j and q. Non-inductive cuffent density profile i NIND (P) is very small at t =

6.38-6.6 s and 106-11.26 s because the bootstrap current is small due to low density and P-NB current

drive is also very small due to balanced injection of co- and counter-directional beams (however, not zero

due to unequal powers and difference in orbit losses of fast ions between co- and counter beams). During

the time interval t = 81-8.34 s, non-inductive current dominates the plasma current (Fig. 419). The

uncertainty in JNIND specified in the figures mainly comes from the effor in V..p for the core region.

The neutron yield appears to be still increasing at the end of the N-NB pulse (t = 835 s) as indicated

in Fig. 413. This means that N-NB fast ions have not been built up fully. To evaluate the fraction of

the built-up N-NB fast ions compared to the steady-state value, a result of OFMC code calculation is

compared with experiment in Fig. 420. The time-evolution of the plasma stored energy, which increases

mostly due to the build-up of N-NB fast ions, is shown. Measured and calculated waveforms of plasma

stored energy agree fairly well although there is a small difference which may be attributable to experi-

mental errors in measured profiles of density and temperature. The OFMC calculation shows that N-NB

fast ions build up and reach more than 95 of the steady-state value at the end of the N-NB pulse (t =

8.35 s). Thus, calculated profiles assuming a steady-state (ACCOME, OFMC) can be compared with the

measured profile. Time-evolution of the N-NB fast ion pressure profile is shown in Fig. 421. It takes

1.5 s to reach a steady-state.

Measured N-NB driven current profile NNB (P) is compared with predictions of the ACCOME code

and the OFMC code in Fig. 422. Here, NNB was evaluated by subtracting the calculated bootstrap

current and the P-NB driven current from the measured non-inductive current JNIND in Fig. 419. Al-

though the ACCOME code assumes fast ions to stay on the magnetic surface where they are ionized, the

result coincides with the OFMC result. The measured profile agrees fairly well with these calculations.

There is a possibility that the EC driven current peaked in a narrow region near the magnetic axis (Fig.
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Figure 420: Time-evolution of the plasma stored energy is compared between measurement and OFMC
calculation in E36545 to evaluate the fraction of N-NB fast ions compared to the steady-state value.
Measured neutron yield S. is also shown to compare the saturation time (slowing-down time).

4.14), which can not be resolved experimentally, affects equilibrium reconstruction and causes an error

in NNB near the magnetic axis. The total EC driven current is calculated to be 60 k_A, which is 10 of

the measured N-NB driven current.

4.2.2 Verification of NNB current drive capability at high electron temperature regime

The N-NB driven current density profile has been deter-mined at an electron temperature of 10 keV

obtained with three units of ECRF systems. Figure 423 shows discharge waveforms of pulse E36736.

The plasma current and the toroidal magnetic field were 12 MA and 373 T, respectively. The line-

averaged density through the central chord was kept at 074 x 10 19 M-3 . The plasma configuration was

the same as in E36545 (Fig. 412). Injection of N-NB (EB = 360 keV, PIN = 375 MW) and EC

wave (F�,c = 16 MW) started at t = 65 s. The central electron temperature T(O) increased rapidly to

- 8 keV by EC heating, and gradually increased up to 10 keV with a time constant of the slowing-down

time of N-NB fast tons (- 3 s). Figure 424 (a) shows the deposition profiles of the absorbed power by

electrons for N-NB and ECRF calculated by the OFMC code and a linear Fokker-Planck code. Figure

4.24 (b) shows the electron temperature profiles just before N-NB and EC injection (t = 64 s), during

the early phase of N-NB and EC injection (t = 68 s) and at the end of N-NB and EC injection (t = 79

s). At t = 68 s a strongly peaked electron temperature was formed due to a narrow EC power deposition

near the plasma center. At t = 79 s, higher and broader T, profile with a central value of 10 keV was
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Figure 421: Time-evolution of the N-NB fast ion Figure 422: Measured and calculated N-NB

pressure profile calculated by the OFMC code. driven urrent density profiles UNNO are com-

pared. Bootstrap current profile calculated by the

ACCOME code is also shown.

obtained. The plasma stored energy Wdi, and the neutron production rate Sn also increased over the

time scale of slowing-down time of N-NB ions. For accurate determination of the N-NB driven current

and comparison with theory, MHD instability should be avoided. By keeping the central safety factor

q(O) above I during N-NB injection, the sawtooth instability was avoided.

Time evolutions of the reconstructed poloidal flux from the magnetic axis to half minor radius are

also shown in Fig. 423. Positive and negative slopes of each trace corresponds to positive and neg-

ative one-turn loop voltage at each location, respectively. During the interval t = 65-7.96 s, the loop

voltage inside p = 04 became negative, which means the plasma current was overdriven by a large

non-inductive current driven by N-NB and ECRE At t = 796 s 2 gyrotrons of the ECRF system faulted

and the ECRF power decreased to 0.5 MW. The magnitude of the negative loop voltage became smaller

due to the reduction of EC driven current and partially due to reduction of the N-NB current drive caused

by a reduced T, The non-inductive current density profile was analyzed at the end of the first N-NB

pulse (t = 79 s). The profile of the loop voltage ,,p shown in Fig. 425 indicates a strong overdrive in

the central region. This was caused by N-NB current drive and a centrally localized profile of EC driven

current (p < 02 in this discharge). Figure 426 shows the N-NB driven current profile JNNB determined

from the measurement (solid line) and theoretical prediction (dashed line). The measured JNNB was

determined by subtracting the thermal and P-NB fast ion components of the bootstrap current and the

EC driven current from the non-inductive current density profile determined from the Vl,,,,p profile. The

bootstrap current was calculated by the transport code TOPICS [801 and the EC driven current was eval-

uated from a measurement in a similar discharge with only EC injection. The bootstrap current density

profile is also shown in Fig. 426. The shaded region indicates experimental error due to uncertainties

in profiles of temperature, density and effective charge, V.,,p and the estimation of the EC driven cur-
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Figure 423: Discharge waveforms of pulse E36736. Shown are injection powers of N-NB and ECH, the
neutron production rate Sn, the central electron temperature TO), the measured and simulated plasma
stored energy Wdia and the poloidal flux at p = - 04.

rent. The theoretical result calculated by OFMC is shown. The OFMC code is considered to be more

precise in treating the beam ions than the current drive code ACCOME, because the OFMC code follows

beam ion orbits which deviate from the equilibrium flux surfaces, while ACCOME assumes beam ions

to stay on the flux surface. The N-NB fast ions have built up to 84 of the steady-state value after 145

s of injection, based on comparison of time evolutions of the measured Wdia and calculated Wdia by

OFMC, as shown in Fig. 423. Thus the OFMC NNB profile in Fig. 426 was adjusted to 84 of the

calculated steady-state value. The experimentally determined and theoretically calculated profiles of the

N-NB dven current agrees within the experimental uncertainty. The experimentally measured N-NB

driven current reached I MA, a record value of NB dven current in JT-60U. The corresponding current

drive efficiency ?CD was x 1019 Arn-2W-1.

Figure 427 shows a comparison of the experimentally measured N-NB dven current with the

calculated current in the range 0.1 - I MA. This confirmation of N-NB current drive capability with

a high degree of accuracy over a wide range of electron temperatures up to -10 keV and qCD -

1 x 10'9Am-2W-1 provesthevalidityoftheoreticalpredictionandgivesgreaterconfidenceinpredict-

ing the performance of high energy neutral beam current dve in ITER and fusion reactors.
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Figure 424: (a) Profiles of the absorbed powers of N-NB and ECRF by electrons at t 7.9 s in E36736.

(b) The electron temperature T, profiles at t = 64 s Oust before N-NB and EC injection, thin solid line),

t = 68 s 0.3 s after the start of N-NB and EC injection, dashed line) and t = 79 s (the end of the first

N-NB pulse, thick solid line).

4.3 Integration of NAB Current Drive and High Beta High Confinement

Plasma

4.3.1 Full current drive in ELMy H mode plasma

By using the ECRF system to obtain higher electron temperature and the newly developed plasma

stored energy feedback control to ensure stability in the high beta regime, a full non-inductive cur-

rent drive at p = .5 MA and an ITER relevant value of the N-NB current drive efficiency 1.55 x

1019 Am-2W-1 were achieved. Discharge waveforms are shown in Fig. 428. N-NB 360 kev 4 MW)

was injected into a high Op H mode 271 plasma formed by P-NB injection (80-85 keV, 20 MW). Time

evolutions of the measured ion and electron temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 429. The evolution

of the electron density profile is shown in Fig. 430. The profiles at the time-slices indicated by black

solid lines in the surface plots are also shown. Here, the profiles of temperatures and density have some

uncertainty in the edge region (p >0.8) because of restriction in time- and spatial resolutions of the di-

agnostics. An ITB in the ion channel was clearly formed before injection of EC and N-NB. The plasma

stored energy was kept at around 5.5 MJ corresponding to ON - 25 by plasma stored energy feedback

control [501 to avoid a beta collapse and the neoclassical tearing instability which appear in high beta

discharges. Prior to N-NB injection, 1.5 MW of EC power was injected in order to increase the electron

temperature for effective N-NB current drive. After reaching a flattop of the plasma stored energy at t

= 5.5 s, the electron temperature continued to increase due to N-NB electron heating over the timescale

of the beam ion slowing-down time (-1.2 s). The central electron temperature reached around 14 keV

at t = 5.8 s. On the other hand, the ion temperature remained almost constant after the formation of the

high Op mode at t = 5 s. The electron density profile evolved till t = 57 s as the confinement continued
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Figure 425: Measured loop voltage profile Figure 426: Comparison Of NNB(exp.) with

VI ... p(p) for E36736. INNB(OFMC). They agree well within the exper-

imental uncertainty indicated by the shaded re-

gion. The bootstrap current density profile is also

shown.

to improve. The discharge was analyzed by the time-dependent transport code TOPICS [80] to evaluate

non-inductive current drive. The TOPICS code calculates ionization of the injected NB and the velocity

distribution function by solving the Fokker-Planck equation using the measured temperature, density and

Zff profiles. The fast ion pressure profile and the NB driven current density profile can be calculated

from the distribution function. The bootstrap current density profile is calculated from plasma equilib-

fium and profiles of temperature, density, Zff and the fast ion distribution function. Current diffusion is

also calculated, and plasma equilibrium is solved, iteratively, to arrive at a solution consistent with cur-

rent density and pressure profiles. Since the TOPICS code does not include an EC current drive module,

the time evolution of the EC driven current density profile calculated by another code for EC heating

and current drive that solves the linear Fokker-Planck equation is given as an input to the TOPICS code.

Therefore, the TOPICS code can simulate a plasma discharge self-consistently. The measured tempera-

ture and density profiles are given at I 0 ms intervals (Figs. 429 and 430). These profiles have 51 radial

points. The toroidal and poloidal coil currents and the magnetic fluxes measured by flux loops are given

at I rns intervals for equilibrium reconstruction in the TOPICS code. In a typical TOPICS simulation,

plasma equilibrium is solved every 10 rns and the current diffusion is calculated every I ms. Starting

from a reconstructed equilibrium at a certain time, current diffusion is calculated at specified time-steps

(typically I ms). When the calculation reaches the next time-point for equilibrium reconstruction, TOP-

ICS solves for equilibrium with the current density profile obtained by the cur-rent diffusion calculation

and the pressure profile which is the summation of the input thermal pressures and the calculated fast ion

pressure. All profiles calculated in TOPICS has 51 radial points.

Figure 431 shows time evolutions of the total current density j, the bootstrap current i BS, the NI3
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Figure 427: Comparison of the N-NB driven current INNB(exp.) with NNB(calc.) shows an agreement
over a wide range from 0 I MA to I MA.

driven current NB and the EC driven currentJEC profiles. Here, JNB is the sum of the N-NB and P-NB

driven currents. On the magnetic axis (r/a=O), I Bs and NB have large spikes due to numerical error

because the area surrounded by a closed magnetic surface goes to zero on the magnetic axis. This causes

a spike in the total current density j also. Although these spikes affect the total current density profile '

not only on the magnetic axis but also in the region near the magnetic axis through current diffusion, its

radial extent is narrow and discussion of non-inductive current drive is essentially not affected. There-

fore, these spikes are ignored in the following discussion. The bootstrap current profile evolves till t =

5.7 s with confinement improvement and is maintained after that. The NB driven current profile starts to

evolve with the N-NB injection and reaches a steady-state at t = 65 s.

In Fig. 432, radial profiles of the total current, the N-NB driven current, the P-NB driven current,

the bootstrap current, the EC driven current and the ohmic current are shown for t = 495 s 520 s, 5.80

s and 680 s indicated by solid lines in Fig. 43 1. The ohmic current density j CH (light-blue line) domi-

nates the total current density j (thick black line) at t = 495 s (only P-NB injection). After EC injection

starts at t = 5.0 s, the structure Of i EC with a peak at r/a-0 I appears in '. With increasing JBs andJNNB,

the ohmic current density continues to decrease and finally becomes negative over the whole region at t

6.8 s, which satisfies the "overdriven" state.

To validate TOPICS simulation, the measured total current density profile j is compared with the

TOPICS result in Fig. 433. The measured j was obtained by the equilibrium reconstruction using the

magnetic data and MSE measurements. Figure 434 shows the comparison of the safety factor profile.
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Figure 428: Waveforms of pulse E36715, in which the highestq CD was achieved. Shown are the plasma

stored energy Wdi., and its reference value for plasma stored energy feedback control, N-NB, P-NB and

ECRF injection powers, the neutron production rate S, the central electron temperature T,(0), the ion

temperature near the axis (r/a=O I) Ti (0. 1), and the surface loop voltage V�,,,f.

The MSE measurements does not cover the central region (p <0. 15) and the edge region (p >0.9) in this

discharge. TOPICS simulation also has uncertainties in the center (p <0.15) and at the edge (p >0.8),

arising from the lack of profile measurements in these regions. Incomplete treatment of the bootstrap

current near the magnetic axis in the TOPICS code ("potato" orbit of the trapped particles should be con-

sidered near the magnetic axis), the inconsistent EC profile ad the numerical error at the magnetic axis

mentioned above also cause uncertainties near the magnetic axis. Thus, the measured and simulated 

profiles can not be deten-nined in these regions. These region are light-colored in the figures. Figure 435

shows a comparison of the total pressure profile (red measurement, blue TOPICS). The thermal and

fast ion pressures calculated by the TOPICS code are also shown. The sum of the thermal and fast ion

pressures is the total pressure profile. Except in the central and peripheral regions where the uncertainty

is large, the measurement agrees relatively well with the simulation at both t = 480 s (before N-NB and

EC injection) and t = 680 s (N-NB and EC injection). The difference in J around p z 06 - 0. ae

considered to result mainly from uncertainties in the edge temperature and density profiles through the

current diffusion process because profiles of the NB driven current, the bootstrap current and the con-

ductivity can be affected. The error in the MSE diagnostic is another possible cause for discrepancy.

Figure 436 shows time evolutions of non-inductive current (integration of the profile) driven by N-

NB, P-NB, EC and the bootstrap current. The N-NB dfiven current and the bootstrap current evolve in

time, and a fully non-inductively current driven condition was reached at t = 56 s. This is also shown in
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Figure 429: Time evolutions of the electron and ion temperature profiles for E36715. The electron

temperature was measured by ECE (Electron Cyclotron Emission) and Thomson scattering. The ion

temperature was measured by CXRS. The radial profiles at the time-slices indicated by black solid lines

in the surface plots at t = 495 soust before EC injection), 520 s Oust before N-NB injection), 5.80 s

(4 MW N-NB and 1.5 MW EC injection) and 680 s 4 MW N-NB and 1 I MW EC injection) are also

shown.
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Figure 430: Time evolution of the electron density profile for E36715 measured by the YAG Thomson
scattering. The radial profiles at the time-slices indicated by black solid lines in the surface plots at t
4.95 s 520 s, 5.80 s and 680 s are also shown.
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Figure 43 1: Simulation of E36715 by the TOPICS code. Time evolutions of the total current density 
the bootstrap current BS, the NB driven current NB and the EC driven current EC profiles are shown.
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Figure 432: Simulation of E36715 by the TOPICS code. Shown are radial profiles of the total current

density j, the N-NB current drive NNB, the P-NB driven current JPNB, the bootstrap current j3s, the EC

drive current jc and the ohmic current OH at the time-slices indicated by solid lines in Fig. 431, t

4.95 s 520 s, 5.80 s and 680 s.
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Figure 4.33: The measured total current density profile j is compared with the TOPICS result at t = 4.80
s (only P-NB injection) and 680 s (P-NB, N-NB and EC injection). Profiles have large errors in the
light-colored regions.
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Figure 434: The measured safety factor profile q is compared with the TOPICS result at t = 480 s (only
P-NB injection) and 680 s (P-NB, N-NB and EC injection). The measured profile is determined by the
equilibrium reconstruction code SELENE with the magnetic data and MSE measurements. Profiles have
large errors in the light-colored regions.
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Figure 435: The pressure profile from equilibrium reconstruction by the SELENE code using the mag-
netic data and MSE measurements is compared with the TOPICS result at t = 480 s (only P-NB injection)
and 680 s (P-NB, N-NB and EC injection). Profiles have large errors in the light-colored regions.

Fig. 432. Although there is a region (p = 0. 2 - 0.5) of positive i OH, the total ohmic current became

negative. Non-inductive current was fully built up by t = 65 s. Non-inductive currents calculated by

the TOPICS code are 818 kA of NBCD (N-NB plus P-NB), 60 kA of ECCD and 861 kA of bootstrap

current. In total, non-inductive current reaches 174 MA and exceeds the plasma current of 1.5 MA. The

corresponding N-NB current drive efficiency is 1.55 x 10 9 Am-2W-1. In Fig. 436, the calculated time

evolutions (bold line) of the surface loop voltage V�urf, the neutron production rate Sn and the plasma

stored energy Wdi,, are compared to the measurements (thin line). he calculated time evolutions of these

quantities are consistent with the experimental observation. Thus, together with the good agreement in

the total current density j and pressure profiles between measurements and simulation mentioned above

(Figs. 433 and 435), achievement of the highest current dive efficiency and the full non-inductive

current-drive state can certainly be concluded.

4.3.2 Summary of the N-NB current drive capability

Figures 437 and 438 show the progress in the N-NIB current drive capability. As shown in the

WD-T,(O) plot (Fig. 437), 71CD was confirmed to increase with electron temperature to over 10 keV,

approaching the ITER regime. High values of current drive efficiency, larger than I x 10'9 Am-2W- at

T,(0 > 8 keV were achieved in a series of high driven current experiments described in 42.2 and high

Op H mode plasmas described in 43. 1. Here, the range of N-NB beam energy was 330-370 keV, and Zff

was from 2 to 4 In Fig. 438, WD is plotted against the driven current I NB Simultaneous achievement
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Figure 436: Time evolutions of non-inductive currents driven by N-NBCD, P-NBCD, ECCD and the
bootstrap current calculated by the time-dependent transport code TOPICS for pulse E36715. Calculated
time evolutions (bold line) of the surface loop voltage Vuf, the neutron production rate and the
plasma stored energy Wdiz, are compared with measurements (thin line).

Of'qCD I x 1019 Am-2W-1 and INB I MA indicates the advantage of high energy neutral beam

for current drive. Further detailed discussion in relation to ITER regime is given in section 6 .
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Figure 437: Electron temperature T depen- Figure 438: CD versus driven current INB for

dence of the current drive efficiency YCD. TFTR, N-NB(330-370 kV) and P-NB(85 keV).
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5. Influence of MHD Instabilities on Neutral
Beam Current Drive

The conclusion of validity of theoretical prediction for N-NB current drive described in chapter 4 was for

MHD-quiescent plasmas. However, various instabilities such as beam driven instabilities 90] and the

neoclassical tearing mode 911 appear in tokamak plasmas. In this chapter, influence of such instabilities

on N-NB current drive is discussed.

5.1 Beam-driven Instability

In low density plasmas where the beam ion pressure due to N-NB injection is comparable to the ther-

mal pressure, a burst-like instability is sometimes observed. Figure 5.1 shows waveforms of a discharge

in which such an instability appeared. The toroidal magnetic field was 373 T, and the line-averaged

density through the central chord was 065 x 1019 M-3 . As shown in the time trace of S, N-NB ions

built up gradually to - 90% of the steady state value during the I second injection according to the

OFMC calculation). The frequency spectrum of magnetic fluctuation measured by Mimov coils in the

laboratory frame is also shown in Fig. 5. 1. Small bursts with frequencies of 60-80 kHz were observed

after N-NB injection started, and their range of frequency sweep became gradually wider as shown in

the expanded time-traces of magnetic fluctuations (Fig. 52). Here, the rotation frequency (I - 1.5 kHz)

included in the observed frequency is negligible compared to the frequency of the burst instability. At t =

7.96 s when a large burst indicated as the 4th burst occurred, a reduction in S n was observed. This indi-

cates losses of thermal ions and/or fast ions of P-NB and/or N-NB. Time evolutions of the reconstructed

poloidal flux inside p < 04 is also shown in Fig. 5. 1. Time derivatives inside p < 03 increased from t =

7.96 s (the 4th burst). This indicates a loss of non-inductive current from the central region caused by this

burst. In this discharge, the bootstrap current and the P-NB driven current were negligibly small because

of low pressure and balanced injection of tangential P-NB. Reduction in T, of - 7 was too small to

explain the loop voltage increase. Thus, it can be concluded that the reduction in non-inductive current

was caused by a loss of current carrying N-NB fast ions. In Fig. 53, T, measured by the ECE (Electron

Cyclotron Emission) diagnostic at p = 03 are shown for the time interval t = 79-8.2 s. Increase in T,
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Figure 5.1: Waveforms of pulse E36546. N-NB and P-NB injection powers, Sn, TO) and O) are

shown in the top panel. Time evolutions of the reconstructed poloidal flux at p = - 04 and the
frequency spectrum of magnetic fluctuations are also shown. The range of diamagnetic drift frequency
of N-NB fast ions w�i,, for the m=2 mode inside p = 03 is indicated in the bottom panel.
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Figure 52: Expanded view of magnetic fluctuations shown in Fig. 5.1. Each (Ist-6th) burst is plotted

from a common origin. Horizontal axis corresponds to the duration of the frequency sweep.

corresponding to the 4th, 5th and 6th bursts were observed. This indicates that the instability occurred

inside p 0.3, which is consistent with the increase in loop voltage inside p 0.3. No clear change

burst4th 5th 6th

- - - - - - - - P 0.3
Te

arb. 0.3
P
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Figure 53: Crashes in T, at r/a=0.3 measured by the ECE diagnostic corresponding to the three magnetic

bursts (4th-6th) in Fig. 5. 1.

in Sn and poloidal flux was observed for bursts before the 4th burst. The toroidal mode number of these

bursts was n = The central safety factor q(O) was - 1.5, and safety factor at p = 03 was - 2.

Thus, if this instability inside p = 03 were a TAE mode (Toroidal fv6n Eigenmode), the poloidal

mode number would be m = . However, the corresponding TAE frequency is 380 kHz, far larger than

the observed frequency of 60 - 80 kHz. In addition, the ratio of the N-NB ion velocity parallel to the

magnetic field Vb// to the Alfv6n velocity VA, Vb///VA, is 02, which is less than even the side-band res-

onant conditions of - 03 for the TAE mode and - 0.5 for the GAE mode (Global Alfv6n Eigenmode).

Thus, it is difficult to explain this instability by an AE mode, although a burst like behavior is similar to

the frequency sweeping mode (considered to be a TAE mode) described in 921. This burst instability

cannot be explained by the fishbone instability with m/n = /1 because the 1/1 surface was absent.

As shown in the frequency spectrum of magnetic fluctuations (Fig. 5. 1), the diamagnetic drift frequency
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of the N-NB fast ions w*,,,127r for the Tn = 2 mode inside p �- 03 is estimated to be 64-96 kHz fromd

the profil e of the fast ion pressure calculated by the OFMC code, while the diamagnetic drift frequency

of thermal ions is less than 3 kHz. Thus, the frequency of this burst-like instability 60 - 80 kHz as

mentioned above) is possibly determined by the diamagnetic drift frequency of N-NB fast ions. Here,

the diamagnetic drift frequency of the particle species i is defined by

- Ti I dpi
U'dia = - r eZiniB dr

where r a minor radius, and ni and pi are the density and ressure of the species i, respectively. Classi-

fication of this instability is discussed again in section 62. .

To evaluate the influence of this instability on N-NB current drive, profiles of the loop voltage and

non-inductive current density just before and after the 4th burst were analyzed as shown in Fig. 54 (a)

and (b), respectively. Non-inductive current density inside p < 03 decreased after the burst. Because

the duration of analysis could not be taken long enough for accurate determination of the loop voltage

profile, the maximum difference between non-inductive current density profiles before and after the burst

has been estimated. The shaded regions indicate the errors for each profile. The upper bound for the lost

N-NB driven current from p < 03 was estimated to be - 40 kA, corresponding to 7 of the total N-NB

driven current. In most other discharges with similar instabilities, a clear influence on plasma as in this

case was not observed. Thus, the loss of N-NB dven current was not serious in the present experimental

regime. However, with a higher beam pressure and a different safety factor profile, there is a possibility

that degradation of current drive caused by this type of instability is not negligible.

(b)
E036546 VIGGP E036546 JNIND

just before burst
0.2 (t=7.77-7.94s)

after burst
0. I ................ 99-8.15s)

0 - - - - - - - - - - -

0
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
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Figure 54: Measured profiles of (a) loop voltage and (b) non-inductive current density just before and
just after the 4th magnetic burst in Fig. 5. L Shaded regions indicate errors for each profile.

5.2 Neoclassical Tearing Instability in High Beta Plasmas

In high beta plasmas, the neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) appears when ON (defined in 3.2)

exceeds a threshold level 91, 931. The critical value Of ON and the mode number of NTM depend
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on profiles of the safety factor and the plasma pressure. A reduction in the neutron emission rate or

saturation of its increase were observed during the instability. The neoclassical tearing mode not only

enhances the transport of thermal energy but also seems to cause redistribution or loss of the neutral

beam fast ions. The redistribution of fast ions can cause degradation in core heating and reduction of the

neutral beam driven current.

5.2.1 Behavior of the magnetic island

The magnetic island behavior during the neoclassical tearing mode is presented in this section. Figure

5.5 shows the n = I component of magnetic fluctuations for discharge E36401 with the mn = 21

NTM A high time resolution measurement of the electron temperature by the ECE (Electron Cyclotron

Emission) heterodyne radiometer with a sampling time of 20 ps showed the magnetic island structure as

described below. Twelve channels of the fast ECE radiometer cover the frequency range of 177.5-187.5

GHz at I GHz interval. These frequencies correspond to R = 355 - 377 m (p = 0. 1 - 042) and

a spatial resolution of 2 cm in this discharge. The region of measurement in the plasma poloidal cross

section is shown in Fig. 57. The frequency spectra of fluctuating T, for 12 channels are shown in Fig.

5.6. Fluctuations in T, appeared around WA s at f-3 kHz and disappeared around t4.8 s. The peak

frequency of the spectrum changed in the range of 25 kHz which corresponds to the plasma rotation

frequency. The continuously existing peaks at f-2 6 and kHz for the 5th channel are considered

to not reflect the fluctuating electron temperature t, at the observed location. In Fig. 57, the spatial

profiles of the phase and the amplitude at the peak frequency of the spectrum are shown. The amplitude

corresponds to the relative level of the T, fluctuation, IT,. As explained in Fig. 5.8, the phase jumps

by 180 degrees at the O-point of the island, and i�,IT, profile has two peaks at the edges of the island,

where the separation of the two peaks indicates the width of the island. Because the low and high field

sides of a magnetic island are connected along a field line, profiles of temperature and density become

flat within a magnetic island as illustrated in Fig. 5.8. In fact, a flat region in the T, profile is observed

at the location of a magnetic island. At t = 35018 s shown in Fig. 57, the 0-point is located around

channels 89, and the tIT, profile has peaks at channels 45 and 11-12. Therefore, the island width

is estimated to be 12-16 cm. The q=2 location determined by equilibrium reconstruction is indicated in

the figure. This is consistent with the 0-point location determined from the phase profile, considering

the uncertainties in equilibrium reconstruction and the spatial mapping from frequencies of the ECE

measurement.

The evolution of the relative fluctuation amplitude profile is shown as a contour plot in Fig. 59.

Figure 510 shows the evolutions of the fIT, profile during the growing and shrinking periods of the

island. The island started to grow around t = 34 s and saturated around t = 36-3.8 s. From t = 38 s, the

island started to shrink gradually and disappeared around t = 47 s A double peak structure is observed

at t = 33994 s and t = 35018 s in Fig. 5. 1 0. As the island grew, the peak on the high field side (larger

channel number) shifted out of the measurement region. The phase inversion by 180 degrees, which

corresponds to the O-point, can be seen clearly between channels 7- 1 0 during the growing period in Fig.
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Figure 5.5: The n= I component of magnetic fluctuations dBldt for E3640 .
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Figure 56: Time evolutions of the frequency spectrum of T, fluctuations measured by the ECE

heterodyne radiometer for E36401.
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Figure 57: The region of measurement of the ECE heterodyne radiometer is shown in the plasma

poloidal cross section for E36401. The spatial profiles of the phase and the relative fluctuation level

of T, at t = 35018 s in E36401 are also shown.
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Figure 5.8: Schematic view of the T, profile in the vicinity of a magnetic island The phase of the mea-

sured 4, on the inboard side of the 0-point is opposite to that on the outboard.

5.1 1. uring the shrinking period of t = 38-4.7 s, the low field side peak of TIT, moved slightly inward.

The lowest region of tIT, (dark blue) in Fig. 59 also seems to move slightly inward (towards the high

field side). Figure 512 shows that the location of phase inversion also moves inward, although it is not

so clear for t = 46026 s and 48022 s because of the reduced fluctuation level.

The profile flattening within a magnetic island causes a reduction or a disappearance of the bootstrap

current, which is driven by the spatial gradients of temperature and density. The NTM theory states that

the reduction of the bootstrap current becomes a driving term in the equation governing the magnetic

island evolution. However, reduction of the bootstrap current itself has not been observed experimentally

because of the difficulty in measuring a small change in j. The first observation of the reduction and the

recovery of the bootstrap current during the growing and shrinking phases of the island is described in

Sec. 52.3 in conjunction with the influence of NTM on beam fast ions.

5.2.2 Experimental observation of influence on neutral beam fast Ions

Figure 513 shows a P-NB heated plasma discharge in which the rn/n=3/2 and 21 NTMs appeared.

The plasma stored energy and the neutron emission rate decreased due to large NTMs as evidenced by

large amplitude magnetic fluctuations. By injecting over 20 MW of P-NB, ON was kept around 25 from

t = 56 s. However, at t = 65 s, the m/n=312 NTM appeared and Wdia and Sn decreased. The m/n=2/1

NTM also appeared at t = 715 s. Further degradations Of Wdi,, and Sn occurred. The plasma stored en-

ergy decreased to a half of the value just before the appearance of NTM, in spite of the same NB power

injection. Figure 514 shows the ion temperature profiles at t = 65 s Oust before the m/n=3/2 NTM

onset), t = 715 s (large nVn=3/2 but small m/n=2/1 NTMs) and t = 77 s (large mn=3/2 and m/n=2/1
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Figure 59: Contour plot of the T/T, profile evolution in E36401.
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Figure 5. 1 0: Evolutions of the TIT, profile for the growing and shrinking periods of the island in
E36401.
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Figure 5.1 1: The evolution of the phase profile during the island growth phase in E36401.
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Figure 512: The evolution of the phase profile during the island shrinking phase in E36401.
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Figure 513: Waveforms of pulse E29442. Neoclassical tearing modes appeared in the P-NB injected
H-mode plasma. The plasma stored energyWdiaand the neutron emission rate Sr, degraded due to the
appearance of NTMs with m/n=3/2 and 21. Magnetic fluctuations (IdBldtl) for the two modes are
shown.
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Figure 514: The ion temperature profiles at tFigure 5.15: Time trajectory in the Wdi,, and Sn space
6.5 s 715 s and 77 s. in E29442.
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NTMs). With the appearance of NTMs and their increased activity, a large decrease was observed in the

Ti. A time trajectory in the Wdi., and space is plotted in Fig. 5.15. By NB injection, Wdia and ,

increase to the right-uppennost point. The red circle corresponds to t = 65 s Oust before the m/n=3/2

NTM onset). Due to the m1n=312 and the nVn=2/1 NTMs, Wdia and Sn decreased as indicated by the

blue point (t = 715 s) and the green point (t = 77 s). Comparing the blue and green points with the points

at the same Wdi� on the increasing path, Sn on the decreasing path is clearly below that on the increasing

path. According to the transport code, the beam component of the plasma stored energy is 30 - 40 ,

and the contribution from beam-thermal and beam-beam reactions t Sn is about 70 %. Therefore, there

is a possibility that the neutral beam fast ions are lost or redistributed by the tearing mode. Here, the

calculation uses the measured profiles and does not consider the loss mechanism of fast ion. Thus, the

calculated values related to fast ion are the ones which are expected when there is no effect of NTMs on

fast ions.

Figure 516 shows the N-NB injected case. 16 MW of P-NB was also injected. An NTM with

poloidal and toroidal mode numbers m/n=2/1 appeared. At t = 34 s, a large nvn=2/1 mode appeared

and was sustained till t = 48 s. A small n=2 mode also existed (not shown). The amplitude of magnetic

fluctuations decreased gradually from t - 48 s ad almost disappeared around t = 56 s 4 MW of N-NB

was injected during the large activity phase (t = 45 s), and after a short break, 2 MW was injected during

the weak activity phase (t = 53-6 s). The ion temperature at p = 02, T 0.2), started to increase grad-

ually after the decrease in NTM activity. The central electron temperature T,(O) continued to increase

after the decrease in NTM activity even with only half the N-NB injection power. The saturated value

of for the second N-NB pulse 2 MW) 63 x 1015 s-1, was higher than for the first pulse 4 MW)

with large NTM activity (5.8 x 1 15 s-'). This difference cannot be explained solely by differences in

temperature and density. The neutron yield calculated by the transport code assuming no effect of NTM

on fast ions using the measured profiles, are indicated by the closed circles in Fig. 516. At t = 49 s, S n

is calculated to be 124 x 1 16 S-1 in which the beam-thermal and beam-beam fractions are 49 and 0

%, respectively. At t = 5.85 s, the calculated Sn is 883 x 1015 S-1 (beam-thermal 54 %, beam-beam

:41 %).

In Fig. 517, the measured values Of Sn are compared to the values calculated by the transport code

with the orbit, ripple and charge exchange losses evaluated by the OFMC code. Data for P-NB and N-

NB heated H mode discharges with no instability, and with m/n=3/2 and n=211 NTM are shown. The

measured values agree with the calculated values for the cases with no NTM. For cases with only P-NB

injection, the differences between the measurement and calculation are not large. The differences are

larger for N-NB plus P-NB injections. This suggests that N-NB ions suffer larger transport than P-NB

ions. Comparing the different phases (t = 49 s and t = 59 s) of pulse E37012 (m/n=21 1, N-NB plus P-NB

injection) in Fig. 517, the difference between measured and calculated is larger at t = 49 s with a

larger magnetic fluctuation amplitude than at t = 59 s, as shown in Fig. 516. The larger amplitude of the

perturbed magnetic field corresponds to the wider saturated island width, which has been confirmed by

the fast T, fluctuation measurement as mentioned in 52.3. Thus, the influence of NTM on the fast ion
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Figure 516: Waveforms of pulse E37012. A neoclassical tearing mode with m/n=2/1 appeared ON
N-NB and P-NB injection powers, Sn , T,(0), T0.2), and magnetic fluctuations (n=1) are shown. The
values of calculated by the transport code are also shown by the closed circles.

profile depends on the magnetic island size. Even for P-NB injection alone (E29442 in Fig. 513), the

measured Sn became less than the calculated value clearly when two modes (n=2 and n=3) with large ac-
/SCALtivity coexisted, as shown in Fig. 517. Figure 5.18 shows the dependence Of AS n n on the relative

level of magnetic fluctuations. Magnetic fluctuations were measured by magnetic field sensors located at

the vessel wall. Data were obtained for plasmas with I= I MA, P-NB injection power of 10- 1 5 MW and

N-NB injection. Here, SCAL is the sum of beam-thermal and beam-beam components Of Sn calculated
by the transport code, and S,, is defined as SCAL _ SMEAS

Sn(thermal)) where SMEAS is the

measured value and Sn (thermal) is the calculated thermal component of the neutron yield. Therefore,

the quantity ASn /SCAL is a measure of the influence of NTM on the neutral beam fast ions (or the

loss of fast ions). Since the NTM activity hp/Bp) is generally correlated with the NB injection power,
/SCALa normalized value such as ASn n should be compared in order to investigate the dependence of

/SCALNB fast ion losses on magnetic fluctuations. With increasing level of magnetic fluctuations, AS n n

increases. These results on the neutron yield reduction suggest that NTM causes loss or redistribution of

beam ions.
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Figure 517: Comparison of the measured Sn to the calculated values. Data for discharges with no
NTM, and with m/n=2/1, m/n=3/2 and n=3 modes are shown. Areas for cases with P-NB injection
and with N-NB plus P-NB injections are also shown.
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Figure 5.18: The dependence of S"/SCAL on the relative level of magnetic fluctuations mea-n
sured at the wall. The toroidal mode number for each data is shown aside.
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Figure 519: Time evolution of the frequency spectrum of T, fluctuations measured by the ECE hetero-

dyne radiometer for E37012.

5.2.3 Experimental evaluation of fast Ion profile modification

In the previous section, transport of the NB fast ions due to the NTM was discussed only from the

macroscopic parameter (the integration over a whole plasma volume). However, transport of fast ions is

considered to have some structure related to magnetic island. Therefore, detailed analysis of discharge

E37012 with m1n=211 NTM described in the previous section is presented in this section. The plasma

current and the toroidal magnetic field were 1.0 MA and 354 T, respectively. The frequency spectra of

T, fluctuations measured by the ECE heterodyne radiometer are shown in Fig. 519. The frequency range

(I 77.5-187.5 GHz) of 12 detectors corresponds to R = 344 - 366 m (p = 12 - 034) in this discharge

(Fig. 520). The peak frequency of the T, fluctuation spectrum changed in the range of 13 kHz. The

fluctuations disappeared around t = 54 s. The fluctuations below I kHz and above 3 kHz on channel

5 and the fluctuation around I kHz on channel 7 do not seem to relate to the m/n=211 NTM discussed

here. In Fig. 520, the spatial profiles of the phase and tIT, for the peak frequency component at t =

3.8942 s are shown. All channels of the ECE heterodyne radiometer view the low field side (outside of

the magnetic axis in the major radial direction) as indicated in the poloidal cross section shown in Fig.

5.20. The phase inversion occurs around channels 34. The q=2 surface determined from equilibrium

reconstruction is located around channel 6 Therefore, the O-point of the n=211 magnetic island is lo-
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Figure 520: The range of measurement of the ECE heterodyne radiometer is shown in the plasma

poioidal cross section for E37012. The spatial profiles of the phase and the relative fluctuation level

!,IT, at t = 38942 s in E37012 are also shown.
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Figure 521: Evolutions of the phase and tIT, profiles for the growing and shrinking periods of the
island in E37012.

cated between channels 3 and 6 with an uncertainty of 6 cm. The inboard (high field side) peak of a,

corresponding to the inner edge of the island is located at channel 1 0 (R = 348 m, p = 0. 4). The

outboard (low field side) peak corresponding to the outer edge is at channel I (R = 366 m, p = 034)

or possibly further outside. Therefore, the island width is estimated to be at least 18 cm (channels 1-10).

Figure 521 shows the evolution of the phase and tIT, profiles during growing and shrinking periods of

the island. At t = 48926 s, the high field side peak of tIT, has disappeared. If we assume that the high

field side peak moved further inward beyond the ECE measurement range, the island width would have

increased to 22 cm. The small inward shift of the q=2 surface shown in Fig. 522 may be responsible

for this shift. The island structure disappeared at t = 58962 s, which is consistent with the time-trace of

magnetic fluctuations shown in Fig. 516.

The time evolution of the plasma equilibrium is discussed next. Figure 522 shows the time-evolution

of the current density profile as a contour plot and as radial profile plots at different times During the

interval t = 34-3.95 s, the current density decreased in the region p = 02 - 04 and became almost

flat. This is considered to be caused by the reduced bootstrap current around the q=2 magnetic surface

because of the flattening of the pressure profile inside the magnetic island, and this structure appeared

in the total current density profile on the current diffusion time scale. The location of this structure in

the j profile is consistent with the location of the magnetic island identified by the ECE heterodyne ra-

diometer. Once the island growth saturated, current diffusion caused current density to increase on both

sides of the region where the bootstrap current was lost, as shown in the j profile at t = 460 s. During
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the shrinking period of the island t = 50-5.40 s, the width of the flat (or hollow) region in the j profile

became narrower. After the island has disappeared, the flat (or hollow) structure disappeared from the

current density profile. This is consistent with the explanation of NTM growth due to a reduction of the

bootstrap current within the magnetic island. This is the first direct observation of the bootstrap urrent

reduction in the magnetic island.

The fast ion pressure profile modified by NTM, deduced from equilibrium reconstruction, was com-

pared to the fast ion pressure profile calculated by TOPICS. The fast ion pressure profile calculated by

TOPICS corresponds to that expected in the absence of NTM. Discharge E37012 was analyzed using

the measured temperature, density and effective charge profiles shown in Fig. 523. The electron tem-

perature profile measurement, ECE FTS (Fourier Transform Spectroscopy), determines the profile by

Fourier transform every 50 ms. The CXRS measurement averages the observed spectrum over 30-50 ms

to obtain sufficient S/N ratio. Thus, the magnetic island structure rotating at several kHz could not be re-

solved clearly. TOPICS calculates the NB deposition profile for given temperature, density and effective

charge profiles. Profiles of the calculated fast ion density nD(fast), thermal ion density nD(thermal)

and impurity (carbon) densityalmp(carbon) are also shown in Fig. 523. Here, nD(fast) is the integral

of the distribution function f b over the velocity range for v > Vth Vth the bulk ion thermal velocity),

nDffast) =_ L th fb dv.

The current density profile determined by equilibrium reconstruction and the calculated bootstrap current

profile are shown in the top row of Fig. 524. The total pressure profile from equilibrium reconstruction

(T�Q (total)) and the pressure profile calculated by TOPICS (PTopics (total)) are shown in the middle

row. The thermal and fast ion components of pressure, PTOpIcs (thermal) and PTOpIcs (fast), calcu-

lated by TOPICS are also shown. In the bottom row, the measured fast ion pressure profile defined by

REQ (fast) =_ PEQ (total) PTOPICS (thermal) is compared with PTopics (fast). The difference is not

large at t = 395 s (only P-NB was injected, and NTM existed) and t = 5.85 s (P-NB and N-NB were

injected, and NTM has nearly disappeared), while a clear difference can be seen at t = 490 s (P-NB and

N-NB were injected, and NTM existed). This difference is considered to be the lost portion due to NTM.

These results indicate that the N-NB fast ions are transported from the core by NTM and that the lower

energy P-NB ions were not affected as much as the N-NB ions. These are consistent with the behavior

of the neutron yield described in 52.2. In Fig. 525 (a), the lost fast ion pressure profile defined by

FJ..,t (fa-st) = PTopics (fast) - PQ fast) is plotted together with PEQ (fast) and PTOpIcs (fast) at t =

4.90 s and 5.85 s. The calculated N-NB fast ion pressure profile PTopics (N - NB) and the P-NB fast

ion pressure profile PTopics (P - NB) are also shown. The N-NB dven current profile measured in

the experiment JNNB (exp.) could be lower than the profile calculated by OFMC NNB (OFMC).

In the following, NNB (exp.) is evaluated by comparing the measured and calculated fast ion pres-

sure profiles PQ (ast) and PTOpics fast). The N-NB fast ion pressure and the dven current density

at minor radius p are given by

PNNB(P) rab fNNB (r, v) v2 dv
2 P
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Figure 522: Contour plot of the total current density profile evolution from equilibrium reconstruction

for E37012. The current density j and the safety factor q profiles are shown at different times.
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Figure 523: The measured electron and ion temperature profiles and the measured electron density

profile are shown for E37012 t = 395 s, 490 s and 5.85 s. The density profiles of the thermal ion

(deuterium), the fast ion and the impurity (carbon) calculated by the TOPICS code are also shown.
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Figure 524: For E37012 at t = 395 s 490 s and 5.85 s, shown are the measured current density and

the calculated bootstrap current profiles in the top row. The total pressure profiles by equilibrium recon-

struction and the TOPICS code are shown in the middle row. The then-nal and fast ion pressure profiles

calculated by TOPICS are also shown. In the bottom row, the fast ion pressure profiles calculated by

equilibrium reconstruction and the TOPICS code are compared.
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jNNB (P) eZb fNNB(rv)vlldv
I )P

where Zb andrnb are the nuclear charge and mass of the N-NB ion, is the electronic charge, fNNB (r v)

is the N-NB fast ion distribution function, v / is the component of velocity v parallel to B, and ... ) 

denotes flux surface average at minor radius p. Flux surface averages are taken in the equations above

because PNNB and NNB are not constant on a flux surface (the total pressure is constant on a flux

surface). Here, we introduce the quantity a defined as the loss rate due to NTM (more precisely, a =-

I - f'lf) where is the distribution function in the presence of NTM). Generally, a is a function of

the velocity vector v and hence, depends on the ion energy and the pitch angle in velocity space. Thus,

the lost fast ion pressure at minor radius p is

Plost � Mb 2
-1 NNB ( = 2 'r,'V)fNNB(rv)v dv )P (5.1)

For discharge E37012, this corresponds to P,t (fast) in Fig. 525 (a) if only N-NB ions were lost. The
N-NB dven current profile in the presence of NTM j NTM

NNB can be also wtten using a,

j NTM P =
NNB eZb a (r, u)) fNNB (r, ) v/ / du

P

To evaluate the N-NB dven current profile realized in the experiment NNB (exp.) using the measured

lost fast ion pressure profile Pj,,,t(fast) shown in Fig. 525, we adopt three assumptions. First, the lost

fast ions originate only from N-NB, because the difference between the equilibrium experimental) and

calculated fast ion pressure profiles at t = 395 s is smaller than at t = 490 s (Fig. 524), and because the

difference between the measured and calculated neutron yields (Fig. 517) for P-NB is small. Second,

the loss rate a is independent of the velocity vector v. Third, a is approximately constant on each flux

surface. The second and third assumptions are necessary because we have no experimental information

on the dependence of a onv or r. The third assumption is considered to be appropriate as follows. The

fluctuating radial magnetic field fi, which produces the magnetic island structure, is far smaller than

the equilibrium magnetic field (otherwise, equilibrium is destroyed). Thus, the radial excursion that a

fast ion experiences while travelling near the O-point of the magnetic island where fi, is maximum is

much smaller than the magnetic island width. The magnetic island rotates at several Hz ( I kHz for

m = 2 in the present case), while an N-NB fast ion with an energy of 360 keV, which is produced as a

passing particle, rotates at -280 kHz toroidally, and hence, - 140 Hz poloidally near the q = 2 surface.

Thus, a fast ion experiences the whole poloidal structure of the m = 2 island until the accumulated

radial excursion exceeds the island half width. In this sense, it is appropriate that a is represented by

an averaged value on a flux surface. The second assumption is reexamined in the discussion Sec. 62.2.

Therefore, a can be evaluated from the equilibrium experiment) fast ion pressure PEQ (fast) and the

calculated fast ion pressure PTOpjCS (fast),

o = - Q (fast) / PTopics (fast) (at each p). (5.2)

Figure 525 (b) shows NNB (exp.) estimated by

= jNTM
jNNB CxP-) NNB (I - a) NNB (OFMC). (5.3)
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Figure 525: (a) Fast ion pressure profile deduced from equilibrium reconstruction and that calculated by

TOPICS are shown. The equilibrium fast ion pressure is obtained by subtracting the measured thennal

pressure from the equilibrium pressure. The fraction lost by NTM activity, defined by the difference

between the fast ion pressure calculated by TOPICS and equilibrium fast ion pressure, is also shown.

(b) The N-NB driven current density profile calculated by OFMC NNB(0FMQ and the experimen-

tally determined profile NNB (exp.) evaluated using NNB (OFMQ and the fast ion pressure profile are

shown.
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In the presence of NTM (t = 490 S), NNB (exp.) is greatly reduced from NNB (OFMC), while both are

nearly the same at t 5.85 s (NTM has nearly disappeared). Here, a and NNB(exp.) were evaluated

within = 55 at t 4.90 s and p = 045 at t = 5.85 s, respectively. The total N-NB driven current

calculated by OFMC is 450 A at t = 490 s and 240 A at t = 5.85 s. The lost driven current evaluated

by integrating the difference between NNB (OFMC) and NNB (exp.) is 300 kA at t = 490 s and 40 kA

at t = 5.85 s. Thus, the N-NB driven current was reduced by 67 at t = 490 s (with NTM), while the

reduction was 17 at t = 5.85 s (with NTM nearly suppressed).

Next, the loss fraction of the N-NB fast ions is evaluated from the neutron yield. The neutron yield

S,, is composed of thermal-thermal, beam-thermal and beam-beam components, denoted by S(th-th),

Sr, (b-th) and (M), respectively. In the present discussion, the beam contributions from N-NB and

P-NB ions are treated separately. Thus, in the beam-thermal neutron yield, the NNB-thermal and PNB-

thermal components, S,(N-th) and Sn(P-th), are considered. The beam-beam neutron yield is divided

into three components, i.e., the N-NB - N-NB, N-NB - P-NB and P-NB - P-NB components, denoted by

S, (N-N), Sn (N-P) and Sn (P-P), respectively. Thus, the total neutron yield S n (total) is written as

Sn (total) Sn (th-th) + S, (b-th) + Sn (b-b)

Sn (th-th) (thermal-thermal)

+Sn(N-th) + S,(P-th) (beam-thermal)

+Sn (N-N) + Sn (N-P) + Sn (P-P) (beam-beam).

The N-NB contribution to the neutron yield is defined by

Sn (N - N B) Sn (total) - (th-th - (P-th - Sn (P-P)

Sn (N-th) + Sn (N-N) + Sn (N-P) (5.4)

The N-NB related components, Sn (N-th), Sn (N-N) and Sn (N-P), are given by,

Sn (N-th = dr du du' fNNB (r, V) fth�,,..l (r, v) vN - th 0, (VN th
I [NNB Ithermal r r

Sn (N-N = dr du du' fNNB (r, V) ANB (r, v) vN-N 0 VN-N)
I [JNNB NNB r r

S,,(N-P = dr du du' fNNB(rV)fPNB(ru')vN-P(7(VN-P)
f [fNNB JPNB r r

where fthermal, fNNB and fPNB are the distribution functions for the thermal, N-NB and P-NB ions,
N-th N-N N-P

Vr Vr and vr are the relative velocities between N-NB and thermal ions, N-NB and N-NB

ions, and N-NB and P-NB ions, and Vr) is the cross section for D-D fusion reaction at a kinetic energy
2Of MDVr 2. Tables 5.1 and 52 show the breakdown into each component for E37012 t = 490 s. Ac-

cording to table 52, Sn (N-N) of 0.41 x 1015 S-1 is 10 times smaller than Sn (N-th) of 4.24 x 1015 s-' and

S, (N-P) of 4.62 x 1015 s- 1. Thus, ignoring Sn (N-N) in eqn 54, Sn (N - NB) is approximately given by

S,(N-NB) ;:�� Sn(N-th)+Sn(N-P)
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Table 5. 1: Breakdown of the neutron yield for E37012 at t = 490 s (I)

neutron yield (s-1)
thermal-thermal 0.17 x 1015

beam-thermal 6.05 x 10'5
beam-beam 6.16 x 10"

Total 1.24 x 10"

Table 52: Breakdown of the neutron yield for E37012 at t = 490 s 2)

thermal N-NB P-NB
thermal 0.17 x 10" 4.24 x 10"
N-NB 0.41 x 1015 4.62 x 1015
P-NB 1.12 x 10"

dr dv dv' fNNB (r, V) fthermal (r, v) vN-tho'(V N-th
I [NNB Ithermal r r

+I dr [ dv I dv' fNNB (r, V) fPNB (r, v) v N-P O' (V N-P) (5.5)N". PNB r r

Taking into consideration the NTM effect on the N-NB distribution function using and assuming c to

be spatially constant, the N-NB contribution to the neutron yield in the presence of NTM can be written

from Eq. (5.5 as

SF-xp-(N - NB) a)SCAL.n n (N - NB).

Although the relationship between the measured and calculated S n (N - N B) has the same form as

that for N-NB driven current density described by Eq. 53), it should be noted that Sn is a quantity

integrated both spatially and in velocity space. The experimental value E (N - N 13) is derived from

the measured Sr, and the calculated values Of Sn (th-th), Sn (P-th) and Sn (P-P) since we have assumed

that NTM does not affect P-NB ions. The TOPICS calculation gives S.CAL.(N - NB) as indicated in

Table 52. Fordischarge E37012 att= 490 s, SEXP-(N - NB) is 267 x 1015 s- 1, and SCAL. (N - N 13)n n
is 928 x 1015 s-1. Thus, the loss rate evaluated from is 71
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6. Discussion

6.1 High Energy Neutral Beam Current Drive

Neutral beam current drive theory was examined by comparing with measurements of the NB dfiven

current profile, and favorable dependence on beam energy Eb and electron temperature T, was confirmed

in the expefimental condition of Eb = 8 - 360 keV, T(O < 10 keV, if, = (0. - 1.5) x 1019 M-3

and Zf = 2 - 4 In order to increase the NB driven current for accurate measurements, W, was limited

in a relatively low range (typically i > 3 x 1019 M-3 in the JT-60U high performance plasmas).

However, a time decay of the neutron yield after turning off N-NB injection was confirmed to agree with

the theoretical simulation in a wider range of ff = (0. - 3 X 1019 M-3 in Ref. [I . As a temporal

behavior of the neutron yield reflects a NB fast ion distribution function and its diffusion in velocity
3space due to collision, this result supports the NB current dfive theory up to fi- = 3 x 019 m .

From comparisons of the measured N-NB driven current profiles with theoretical predictions, neutral

beam current dfive theory was validated up to EB = 360 keV. According to this theory, the NB fast ion

current is proportional to the slowing down time of fast ions (section 33. 1), and the slowing down time

has T, and EB dependences as shown in section 14.4. Current dfive efficiency is proportional to the beam

velocity, i.e., square root of beam energy, and to the electron temperature. Thus, the I MeV N-NB in

ITER, which has been designed based on NB current dfive theory, is expected to satisfy the requirements

in the ITER operation scenafios. Using the 360 keV N-NB, a largest NB dfiven current of I MA was

obtainedatT,(O) 10 keV, and aTecord value of NB current drive efficiency 1.55x 10'9 Arn-2W-1 was

achieved at T(O) 14 keV. The effective charge Zff was 25 and 3 in these experiments, respectively.

Typical Zff is assumed to be 16 in ITER or commercial fusion reactors which are operated at higher

electron density to produce the fusion power more efficiently. As mentioned in Sec. 14.3, the directed

flow of fast ions tends to drag electrons with it. Thus, the NB fast ion current is partially cancelled by

the dragged electrons, and the net driven current is reduced. This tendency is weakened by collisions of

electrons with background ions. According to Eq. 13) in See. 14.3, the net driven current obtained

at Zff = 3 would be reduced to 80 at Zff = I (an ideal value for fusion reactor) for the beam

ion charge Zb = (a general situation in fusion reactor based on fusion reactions of hydrogen and

its isotopes). In ITER, the beam energy of N-NB is I MeV and the electron temperature is predicted

to be 20-30 keV due to electron heating by the 35 MeV alpha particles produced by the D-T fusion

reaction. Thus, based on the value achieved in JT-60U [1.55 x 10'9 Am-'W-' at T(O) =14 keV],

current drive efficiency in ITER is predicted to be 2.9 - 44) x 0'9 Am -2 W - . This value is sufficient

for requirements of the proposed operation scenafios > 25 x 10 19 AM-2W-1).

There remains an uninvestigated theoretical prediction related to the NB current drive. Enhancement

of beam ionization cross-section due to "beam-particle self-interaction (BPSI)"was predicted by Okano
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[94, 951. This is the ionization process of beam particles through interaction with fast ions. Although

the fast ion density is much lower than the thermal ion density, the ionization cross-section by fast ions

is larger than that by thermal ions because the relative velocities between beam neutrals and fast ions are

smaller. Thus, the net contribution to beam ionization can be notable especially in case of relatively low

n, and high Eb. According to the calculation using the JT-60U parameters of plasma and N-NB 350

keV) in Ref. 95], enhancement due to the BPSI for T = 3 keV and PNNB = 3 MW is comparable

to that due to the multistep ionization process at n - 3 x 118M-3. Although the BPSI is negligibly

small in the experimental conditions discussed in this thesis, this effect is possible to become significant

in some density regime of future reactors with higher Eb, F�;NB and T, If the existence of the BPSI is

demonstrated, the NB current drive is expected to become larger in extremely low density plasmas than

the present prediction using only the multistep ionization process. Therefore, the BPSI effect gives more

flexibility in operational scenarios especially for the initial current ramp up without inductive current.

Experimental validation of the BPSI is ongoing issue in JT-60U.

6.2 Influence of MHD Instabilities on Current Drive

6.2.1 Beam-driven instability

In a low density plasma in which the N-NB fast ion pressure is comparable to the thermal pressure,

a intermittent beam-driven instability was observed. The range of rapid frequency change in several

rns observed on magnetic fluctuations became larger with increasing beam pressure as time progressed.

Reductions in the neutron yield Sn and N-NB driven current were observed clearly. However, such

reduction did not occur after that and an intermittent instability disappeared even though the N-NB

injection continued and the beam pressure was still increasing. Its possible cause is a small temporal

change in the safety factor profile, which can affect the stability boundary and the resonance condition

for beam driven instabilities. This argument may be applicable to the observation that no instability was

observed after the 6th burst in spite of increasing N-NB fast ion pressure. As discussed in Sec. 5. 1, the

observed instability cannot be explained by the well-known AE modes (Alfv6n eigen modes). Recently,

the RTAE (resonant toroidal AE) mode, a branch of kinetic ballooning mode, has been reported both

experimentally 921 and theoretically 961. It is possible to explain the phenomena in this experiment

by this mode. A relatively low frequency range of instability and a slow change of frequency during the

buildup phase of the N-NB fast ions are consistent with RTAE mode. According to the RTAE theory,

the observed frequency changes in very short timescales, which are called 'frequency chirping', are

attributed to the change in fast ion distribution 961. This is explained as follows. The RTAE occurs at

a radial position satisfying a resonant condition and its frequency is sensitive to change of the velocity

distribution function. Fast ions in certain velocity range are transported by the RTAE to different radial

locations, at which the distribution function is modified in turn to satisfy the RTAE resonant condition and

the RTAE frequency there is different from the one at the previous locations. This process continuously

occurs till no resonant condition is satisfied. This is the mechanism of 'frequency chirping' in the RTAE
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theory. Whether its stability boundary for this discharge exists around the observed safety factor profile

with q(0 - 1.5 or not needs to be verified by a stability calculation code.

The evaluated lost N-NB driven current from the core region p < 03 (- 40 kA) is not a large fraction

of the total N-NB driven current - 600 kA). However, the lost driven current density within p < 02 was

15 - 40 %. Therefore, intolerable degradation of NB current drive may be possible with the combination

of a higher beam ion pressure and a different safety factor profile. Whether the N-NB fast ions expelled

from the central region were redistributed within the plasma or lost from the plasma is not clear presently.

The measured non-inductive driven current profiles (dominated by the N-NB driven current) indicates

that the profile in the region 03 < p < 06 just after the burst is slightly larger than that just before the

burst. This corresponds to a redistribution of fast ions. The charge exchange neutral particle measurement

did not show a clear increase in the range of 10 - 360 keV in the energy spectrum when a burst occurred

(the incident beam energy of N-NB is 360 keV). This diagnostic measures the neutral particles originating

from the fast ions which are neutralized in the plasma peripheral region where the density of the low

energy neutral particles is higher and charge exchange with fast ions occurs more frequently than in the

central region. Thus, this measurement indicated that the N-NB fast ions expelled from the central region

did not reach the peripheral region. On the other hand, in the experiments of large amplitude TAE modes

accompanied with frequency change, which were conducted at lower toroidal magnetic fields than in

this thesis for intentionally satisfying the TAE resonant condition, the transport of fast ions by each burst

was observed in the charge exchange neutral particle measurement 921. Recently, the change of radial

profile of fast ion density due to large amplitude TAE was successfully measured by using the multi-

chordal neutron emission measurement. The fast ion density decreased in the core and increased in the

peripheral region after large TAE bursts 97].

6.2.2 Neoclassical tearing instability

The lost N-NB driven current was estimated to be 67 from the loss rate a evaluated from the lost

fast ion pressure profile. The loss rate evaluated from a comparison between the measured and calculated

neutron yield, which gives a spatially averaged value, was 71 %. The v dependence of a was ignored

in the estimation of a by the second assumption described in Sec. 52.3. However, a should have a

positive dependence on energy, because the fast ion loss was observed to depend on the beam energy

by comparing the lost Sn and Pl,,,t (fast) for P-NB and N-NB. The value of a evaluated using Eq. 5.2)
2 3/2is equivalent to an averaged a with a weight Of fNNB V , i.e., fNNBE in the energy (E) integral [Eq.

(5. 1)]. Figure 61 shows the time evolution of the distribution function for N-NB injection (f NNB in

the energy space at p = 0087 and 0287 which are close to the magnetic island, where the distribution

function is calculated by OFMC without the NTM effect, and the origin of time (r) is defined as the

beginning of N-NB injection (t = 40 s in E37012). At 7 = 1009, corresponding to t-5 s in E37012,

fNNB at p =0.287 can be approximated by 65 - 0.01E(keV). Thus, a is evaluated with the weight of

6.5E 3/1 - 0.01E' /2. The lost N-NB driven current density j "" was evaluated from this averaged a inNNB

Sec. 52.3. The integrand in "' has a weaker E dependence by E1' compared to Pill' The weightsNNB NNB
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on a in the integrals for NNB and 'lost are shown in Fig. 62. The one for j ost is broader. Thus, theJNNB NNB

combination of a positive dependence of ce on energy and the use of a evaluated from pressure tends to

overestimate jl"' . Here, v11 is approximated by v a ylE as the tangentially injected N-NB fast ionsNNB

are mostly produced as passing particles (v II component is dominant).

A transport mechanism for circulating fast ions due to low-frequency perturbations such as tearing

modes was proposed in Ref. 98, 99] in relation to transport of MeV ions observed in TFTR. When

a single helical magnetic field perturbation associated with a globally extended MHD mode exists, the

= orbit shift of the fast particle motion couples to the added motion from the helical perturbation,

resulting in multiple dift islands in the phase space of particle motion. That is, a single magnetic island

structure with a poloidal mode number of m, creates multiple islands with 1, M 2 M ± 3,

... in the fast particle orbit if the corresponding rational surfaces exist in the plasma. The widths of

these resonant islands increase with the magnitude of the magnetic perturbation and the particle energy.

Therefore, adjacent drift islands can overlap and cause the the particle's motion to become stochastic.

This 'orbit stochasticity' transport mechanism is consistent with our observation that the fast ion loss

increases with the beam energy and the level of NTM activity. In E29442, the n=1 and n=2 NTMs

appeared simultaneously and large transport of beam ions at low energy was observed as discussed in

section 52.2. In such a situation, i.e., when multiple helical perturbation exist in a plasma, it is expected

that the overlap of drift islands oginating from multiple magnetic island structures occurs at narrower

widths of the sideband dft islands and that the transport due to 'orbit stochasticity' is enhanced. In

discharge E37012 with the m/n =2/1 magnetic island, the pmary dft island is = 2 at the q = 2

surface. The adjacent sideband islands are at q = I and q = 3 surfaces. Since q > for this discharge,

only the q = 3 island needs to be considered. For the primary and sideband islands to overlap, the sum of

the dift island half-widths must become greater than the distance between the centers of the dift islands,

so the Chirikov island overlap criterion can be wtten as

I
- (SP2 + 6P3) Z JPq= - Pq=31 (6.1)2

where 42 and 43 are the widths of the m = 2 and m = 3 dft islands, and Pq=2 and Pq=3 are the

radial locations of the q = 2 and q = 3 surfaces. According to Ref. 98, 991, the dft island width Jp I

is related to the magnetic island width bp by p I -_ p VflG, -(E) 1, where I denotes the island harmonic

number (I = is the pmary island, = ± ± 2 ... , are sidebands) while GI is the 'coupling coeffi-

cient' and is a function of energy E. Using the coupling coefficients calculated in Ref. 98, 991 and the

magnetic island width of 02 measured by the ECE heterodyne radiometer (Sec. 52.3), P2 and �P3 are

estimated to be - 02 and - 0. 1, respectively. Thus, the sum of the dift island half-widths is - 0. 15 As

Pq= = 0. 18 and Pq= = 0.58, the fight hand side of Eq. 6. 1) is 04. Therefore, the Chifikov condition is

not satisfied. The magnetic island width is possibly wider than 02 because the magnetic island structure

extended beyond the spatial range of the ECE heterodyne radiometer as mentioned in Sec. 52.3. If this

were the case, the left hand side of Eq. 6. 1) becomes greater than the estimated value above. However,

the magnetic island width should be 27 times larger in order to satisfy the condition 6. 1). This may not
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be possible.

The 'orbit stochasticity' model of fast ion transport due to a single magnetic island structure was

proposed for interpretation of the experiments in TFTR with a circular poloidal cross-section 98, 991.

Derivation of the equation governing the sideband drift islands and overlap of the adjacent drift island

structures was constructed upon the concentric magnetic surfaces with circular cross-sections and the

radial perturbing magnetic field with a simple cosine dependence on poloidal angle. Such a cosine form

of poloidal angle is exact for a straight cylinder configuration. In toroidal system with non-circular coss-

sectional shapes, however, this form is just a zero-th order approximation. The distribution of magnetic

islands is nonuniforrn along the poloidal angle coordinate due to nonuniform magnetic field strength.

The magnetic island widths even on the same rational surface depend on the poloidal angle coordinate.

In addition, higher order asymmetries of the poloidal magnetic field due to deformation of plasma shape

such as elongation, triangularity and squareness can cause higher order coupling of fast particle motion to

the added motion from the helical perturbation. Thus, the coupling coefficients derived in Refs. 98, 99]

would be different from the ones for a non-circular plasma shape as in the T-60U case. Future toka-

mak devices such as ITER are designed to have stronger shaping because of its favorable contribution

to MHD stability. A low aspect ratio tokamak with further stronger toroidicity than the conventional

tokamak such as JT-60U and ITER is also proposed as a next-step tokamak concept, expecting drastic

improvement of plasma beta. Therefore, an improved treatment of non-circularity and toroidicity and

the reproduction of fast ion behavior in simulation is a principal subject to be investigated.

There are two unresolved issues on NTM, i.e., its trigger and stability dependence on plasma param-

eters such as the normalized ion Larmor radius and normalized collisionality. According to the modified

Rutherford equation governing a temporal evolution of magnetic island, growth of neoclassical tearing

mode needs a 'seed' magnetic island with a critical island width as its tigger. As possible origins of

seed islands, sawtooth instability and fishbone i nstabi lity have been reported in DIII-D I ], ASDEX-U

I 0 1 and JET [ 1 02]. In JT-60U, NTM can appear in high p H mode discharges without MHD instability

[103], and hence an origin of seed island can not be identified. In such cases, the seed island formation

due to the initial destabilization of the classical tearing mode and/or edge localize mode (ELM) may be

possible causes. On the other hand, in T-60U, also reported was the case that NTM was not tggered

even above the onset ON level which NTM normally appeared 91 1, which is considered to be attributed

to the decrease in the local pressure gradient at a rational surface and/or the stabilization effect due to

toroidal rotation. The pulse E36715 discussed in section 43.1 is just the case. This gives a prospect of

NTM avoidance by carefully tailoring the profiles of pressure, current density and rotation using neutral

beam injection. Stability dependence on the normalized ion Larmor radius p * and normalized colli-

sionality v* has been anticipated from the driving (reduction of bootstrap current) and stabilizing (ion

polarization current) terms in the modified Rutherford equation. However, experimental validation of

each destabilizing/stabilizing term and its adjustable coefficients are still being studied intensively. In

many tokamaks, reported has been the positive dependence of the NTM onset N on p* and v*, although

their exponents in power form are different. Thus, in future reactor with larger size and higher temper-
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ature than the present experimental devices, p* and v* become lower, and hence NTM is expected to

be destabilized at lower,3N and degrade the confinements of thermal energy and fast ions as presented

in this thesis. Thus, in ITER a possibility of further destabilization of NTM and higher beam energy of

N-NB can cause the intolerable transport of NB fast ions and reduce heating and current drive by neutral

beam. Understanding of fast ion transport due to the magnetic island structure is indispensable.
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Figure 6 1: Time evolution of the N-NB fast ion distribution function in energy space at p =0.087
and 0287, calculated by OFMC. The temperature and density profiles are taken from E37012 at t

4.90 s.
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7. Conclusions

Characteristics of current drive by a high energy neutral beam has been studied experimentally using the

360 keV N-NB in the JT-60U tokamak. To determine the N-NB driven current density profile, a loop

voltage profile analysis was used. This analysis method has become possible by an accurate equilibrium

reconstruction using the MSE measurement. To improve the accuracy of equilibrium reconstruction,

three MSE systems have been installed, and the optical components of the MSE systems have been mod-

ified to improve the calibration accuracy and to reduce the Faraday rotation in optical components

The N-NB dven current density was determined in a relatively low electron temperature plasma

(T,(O) 4 keV), . This was the first observation for high energy NB with a beam energy of several

hundred keV. The measured profile was compared with theoretical predictions by ACCOME and OFMC

codes. The measurement agreed well with theory.

The NB current drive theory predicts that the NB current dive efficiency increases with the electron

temperature. Based on this favorable property, plasma performance is projected for future tokamak reac-

tors such as ITER. Therefore, the electron temperature dependence of the N-NB current dive should be

investigated experimentally. To obtain high electron temperature plasmas, EC heating was applied. The

N-NB driven current density profile was measured at T, (0) = IO keV, and theoretical predictions were

validated in this regime. At T, (0) =IO keV, the N-NB dven current reached I MA and the correspond-

ing current chive efficiency was I x 1019 Am-2W-1. The NB driven current of I MA is a record value

for NB current dive among the results with direct diven current measurement.

A record value of NB current dve efficiency 1. 55 x 10 9 Am - 2 W - I was achieved at T, (0 = 4

keV simultaneously with high confinement and high plasma pressure at a plasma current of I p= 1.5 MA.

Combining a N-NB current dive with P-NB current dive, bootstrap current and EC current dive a full

non-inductively current driven state was also achieved. A simulation using the time-dependent transport

code TOPICS has reproduced this discharge successfully. The measured time-evolutions of current den-

sity and pressure profiles agreed with the simulation.

The conclusion of validity of theoretical prediction for NB current dive is for MHD-quiescent plas-

mas. Effects of MHD instabilities such as the beam-driven mode and the neoclassical tearing mode on

NB current dive was also investigated. In low density plasmas with the N-NB fast ion pressure compa-

rable to the thermal pressure, a beam driven instability appears intermittently. This instability occurred

within r/a < 03 and expelled the N-NB fast ions carrying non-inductive current from this region. The

lost dven current within r/a < 03 was estimated to be 40 kA, corresponding to 7 of the total

N-NB dven current. This was the first measurement of the loss of NB driven current by a beam driven

instability.

The neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) appears in high beta plasmas and degrades confinement. This

instability must be avoided in long-sustained high beta plasmas. The influence of NTM on NB fast ions
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was investigated. Comparison of the measured neutron yield with the calculated value by the TOPICS

code reveals that the loss or redistribution of fast ions increases with the level of NTM activity and that

fast ions at higher energy (N-NB) suffers larger transport than those at lower energy (P-NB). In addition,

from a comparison of the fast ion pressure profile determined by equilibrium reconstruction with that

by TOPICS, the following conclusions can be made. (1) When the NTM existed, the fast ion pressure

profile within r/a < 0.5, which coincided with the region of N-NB fast ion deposition, was reduced

to about a half during the N-NB and P-NB injection phase, while the fast ion pressure profile was not

affected much during the P-NB injection phase. 2) After the NTM has disappeared, the fast ion pressure

profile was not affected much during the N-NB and P-NB injection. Thus, fast ions at higher energies

(N-NB) were affected more than lower energy beam ions (P-NB). This is consistent with the observation

of neutron yield reduction. Dependence of the loss of NB fast ions on the beam energy has been made

clear for the first time. From the lost fast ion pressure profile, the lost N-NB driven current profile was

estimated. The loss of the total N-NB driven current was 67 during the NTM. Assuming the loss rate

of N-NB fast ions to be independent of their velocity, this result means that 67 of the injected N-NB

fast ions were lost. Under the same assumption, the loss rate was also evaluated from the neutron yield

to be 71 .

The results of N-NB current dve without an MHD instability validate theoretical prediction and

gives greater confidence in predicting high energy neutral beam current drive in future reactors. However,

it was also found that MHD instabilities can affect NB fast ions and degrade heating and current dve

efficiencies. Especially, the neoclassical tearing mode not only degrades thermal energy confinement

but also causes unacceptable loss of NB fast ions from the plasma core. A method of NTM suppression

should be established for next step reactors such as ITER because they utilize N-NB with a beam en-

ergy larger than I MeV which would suffer larger transport due to the NTM compared to in the present

experiment which used a 360 keV beam.
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8. Prospect and Research Issues toward
ITER Burning Plasmas

Prospected operational regime of ITER a first burning plasma experiment, lies beyond the achievements

in the present experimental devices. The mission in ITER, achievement of fusion amplification gain

Q = 0 (Q = [fusion output power]/[extemally input power]), plasma parameters, and machine pa-

rameters are set and designed based on the established theories and empirical laws. Principal MHD

instabilities such as kink-ballooning modes related to disruptions are understood well from comparison

between experiments and theories. Peeling-ballooning mode related to the edge localized mode (ELM),

Alfv6n eigen modes and neoclassical tearing mode are being established and nearly become predictable.

Fast ion behavior in MHD quiescent plasmas related to current drive and heating by NBs can be un-

derstood with the present theory. As experimental efforts over several decades indicate that anomalous

process dominates the transport, so confinement of energy and particle is predicted using the scaling

laws which has been derived and is currently being updated from accumulation of the experimental data

obtained in many tokamak devices.

Obviously, theoretical understanding of physical mechanisms in each area is essential to ensure the

credibility of extrapolation in predicting plasmas. In ITER a new regime of the normalized Larmor

radius p* and normalized collisionality v is considered to alter the MHD stability and transport possi-

bly to unfavorable side. The presence of self-generating energetic alpha particles can also affect their

properties. In regard to the issues discussed in this thesis, transport mechanisms of fast ions give a great

impact on both the heating and current drive by the I MeV N-NB and self-heating by the 35 MeV al-

pha particles produced from D-T fusion reactions. On a positive side, however, it is connected with a

technique of removing intermediate energy alpha particles in a reactor through the external application

of helical perturbations (The removal of this "helium ash" is necessary for a self-sustaining bum.). In

references 98] and 99], illustrative perturbations are exhibited that are stochastic for low- but not for

high-energy ions, for high- but not for low-energy ions, and for intermediate-energy ions, but not for low

or high energy. These would lead to bum control and helium ash removal.

Predictive capability of transport simulation code was demonstrated in section 43. 1, although it was

limited to the current diffusion, neutral beam, and non-inductive currents. In recent years, some collabo-

rative research activities have started around the world by taking into consideration anomalous transport

models, MHD instabilities and burning plasmas (production of alpha particles) in transport simulation.

Such time-dependent transport simulation codes enable a full simulation of burning plasma evolution.

Validation of each theoretical packages for each physics process and their integration are the most im-

portant subjects for predicting and conducting actual experiments in the ITER burning plasmas.

Even when physics understanding progresses from the experimental validation of theories and the
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control methods of MHD stabilities and transport are established in the present devices, ITER plasmas

are still beyond the scope we can currently reach, and hence the predictions on ITER plasmas are ex-

trapolations from our knowledge. However, that's what makes it worthy of challenge. The experimental,

analytical and theoretical approaches we have taken hitherto are judged in the coming ITER project.
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Appendix A

Glossary

The quantities which have radial profiles in minor radius direction are followed by (p), e.g., q(p).

R major radius

RO, Rm,j, Rp major radius of the last closed flux surface (plasma surface)

r minor radius

a minor radius of the last closed flux surface (plasma surface)

P normalized minor radius (=- r/a)

0 toroidal angle
0 poloidal angle

IP toroidal plasma current

BT9 Bo toroidal magnetic field

BP, Be poloidal magnetic field

Wdi. plasma stored energy

Sn neutron emission rate (neutron production rate, neutron yield)

Eb Beam energy

F�NB, PPNB N-NB (P-NB) injection power

77CD current drive efficiency = hRpICD/Pb..

ICD non-inductive driven current

P.b.. heating power absorbed in a plasma

VUrf toroidal one-tum loop voltage at plasma surface

VIOOP(P) toroidal one-tum loop voltage

i W total (equilibrium) current density

iOH W inductive (ohmic) current density

iNIND (P) non-inductive current density

iNB W Neutral Beam driven current density

iBS(P) bootstrap current density

iRF W RF driven current density

q(p) safety factor

L W electron temperature

T W ion temperature
n. (p) electron density

VT (p), Vk (p) toroidal rotation velocity

Zeff W effective plasma ion charge

'q(p) plasma resistivity = Ila)

a W plasma conductivity (= I A)
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